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Black Panther and the Fate of Our 

Eden  Katherine Levescy
 

Katherine Levescy is an Accounting and Finance major 

from Oklahoma City who wrote this essay in Liz Locke’s 

“Myth and Hero” class.  The Brainstorm Selection 

Committee voted this essay the Best in Issue for 2019.

“America believes itself . . . a lone champion stand-

ing between the white city of democracy and the 

terrorists, despots, barbarians, and other enemies 

of civilization. One cannot, at once, claim to be 

superhuman then plead to mortal error,” states 

Ta-Nehisi Coates, author and writer for Marvel 

Comics, in his book Between The World and Me (8). 

Coates alludes here to the American monomyth, a 

peculiarly American narrative pattern outlined by 

religious studies scholars Robert Jewett and John 

Shelton Lawrence, which tells the story of para-

dise “repeatedly under siege” by evil, redeemable 

solely at the hands of the superhero. The story of 

American exceptionalism is a myth, a story that, 

according to Wendy Doniger, Professor Emeritus of 

the History of Religion at the University of Chica-

go, “is above all . . . believed to be true, and that 

people continue to believe in the face of sometimes 

massive evidence that it is, in fact, a lie” (82). The 

champion of “the white city of democracy” is not a 

democratic figure, but is instead a nationalist who, 

as noted by Ralph Ellison, is faced with the dilem-

ma of “his acceptance of the sacred democratic be-

lief that all men are created equal and his treatment 

of every tenth man as though he were not” (qtd 

in Singer). In particular, in the United States, we 

fail to fully acknowledge our historical dehuman-

ization of Black Americans. From the atrocities of 

plantation slavery to police brutality and the ram-

pant incarceration of Black men, such events are 

made possible by our long-standing subscription 

to a monolithic perspective on Black identity and 

the American way. Our nation was built upon the 

broken backs of Black men, women, and children 

whose lives were recognized only as commodities 

of our White founding fathers, hypocrites in their 

own newly founded democracy. Historian Edmund 

S. Morgan writes, “The men who came together to 

found the independent United States, dedicated to 

freedom and equality, either held slaves or were 

willing to join hands with those who did” (qtd in 

Coates 62). Yes, our nation has since made advan-

tageous steps in the direction of democratic equal-

ity; however, as stated by Ta-Nehisi Coates, “such 

progress rests on a shaky foundation, and fault 

lines are everywhere” (60). Faced with our nation’s 

current climate of nationalism, we must obliterate 

the notion of American exceptionalism; only then 

will we take a step closer to becoming the cham-

pions of democracy and to a future worthy of our 

people.

An unexpected critique of this problematic 

American monomyth comes in the form of Marvel 

Comics’ 2018 film Black Panther. The film is orient-

ed around the fictional African country Wakanda, 

but both the first and last scene are set in Oakland, 

California, the birth place of the Black Panther 

Party. This signals to the audience that the storyline 

has everything to do with the United States. In fact, 

the film itself exists as a multifaceted commentary 

on the United States’ continued oppression of the 

African American population, and this commen-

tary is provided not by the superhero of the film 

but by his enemy.

From the box office release of Iron Man in 2008 
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to that of Ant-man and the Wasp in 2018, Marvel 

Cinematic Universe has grossed over 6.8 billion 

dollars at America’s box office, all of which is to 

say that we really love our superheroes (“Box 

Office History”). We greatly admire them because, 

even though they heroically take on the evil vil-

lains of the universe, these characters are ultimate-

ly not very different from ourselves. A “superhe-

ro,” as defined by Peter Coogan, director of the 

Institute for Comic Studies, is “a heroic character 

with a selfless, pro-social mission; with superpow-

ers—extraordinary abilities, advanced technology, 

or highly developed physical, mental, or mystical 

skills” (30). Such a definition calls to mind an array 

of comic book superheroes, such as Marvel Comics’ 

Captain America, Spider-Man, and Professor X, all 

of whom display an inordinate amount of strength 

and ability as they take on their foes. However, a 

separate identity links them: they are all White. 

As stated by Christopher Campbell, comics have 

traditionally “basked in a white world, looking out 

of it, if at all, with white men’s eyes and a white 

perspective” (qtd in Horton, Price, and Brown 6). 

The consequences of such media portrayal are not-

ed by Nigerian novelist Chimanda Ngozi Adichie, 

who recalls that, in the stories she wrote as a child, 

all of the characters were White because there were 

not many African books in comparison to foreign 

books, which portrayed only characters with 

white skin. She notes that she had therefore been 

convinced that “books by their very nature had to 

have foreigners in them and had to be about things 

with which I could not personally identify” (qtd in 

Adichie 1:44). In an industry with a long history of 

minority underrepresentation and misrepresenta-

tion, Black Panther (2018) delivered the box office 

with a film that instead beautifully celebrates Black 

identity. Black Panther is a superhero movie created 

by a Black man, with an almost entirely Black cast 

and, most important, a Black superhero. The film 

and its corresponding comics have given young 

Black children a story and a hero in which they can 

see themselves. Adilifu Nama, Professor of African 

American Studies at Loyola Marymount Universi-

ty, notes the significance of having a Black superhe-

ro to look up to, stating that “black superheroes are 

not merely figures that defeat costumed supervil-

lains; they symbolize American racial morality and 

ethics” (Nama 7). In addition to offering a critique 

of the American monomyth, Black Panther elo-

quently delivers an alternate story of the “superhe-

ro” to the American consciousness.

The film begins with the creation of Wakanda, 

a fictional country located in Africa. The Jabari, 

Border, River, Merchant, and Mining tribes warred 

over a meteorite composed of vibranium, a strong 

and immensely valuable metal, until the Goddess 

Bast gave the heart-shaped herb to a warrior of the 

Panther tribe, granting him the gift of superhuman 

strength. The first Black Panther united the tribes 

to create Wakanda, and together they thrived due 

to the technologies generated from vibranium; 

however, they hid the reality of their existence from 

the rest of the world.

Next, the film transitions to Oakland, Cali-

fornia in 1996, and the audience is introduced to 

Prince N’Jobu, the brother of the current Black 

Panther, T’Chaka. N’Jobu has been living as an 

undercover “war dog,” during which time he 

has learned of the harsh realities faced by Black 

Americans as well as the African diaspora, a term 

referring to anyone descending from the peoples of 
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the African continent. He seeks to share Wakanda’s 

technology with the rest of the diaspora, and he is 

revealed to have enlisted South African arms deal-

er Ulysses Klaue to invade Wakanda and retrieve 

some vibranium. The Black Panther discovers this 

and confronts his brother, killing him after N’Jo-

bu threatens the life of another Wakandan. This 

leaves N’Jobu’s son N’Jadaka orphaned in America 

while T’Chaka returns to Wakanda to raise his son 

T’Challa to take on the role of king and Black Pan-

ther. After depicting a grown-up T’Challa’s coro-

nation ceremony, the film returns to N’Jadaka, who 

is now known as Erik Killmonger and is working 

with Klaue to steal a vibranium artifact from a 

museum. Killmonger later kills Klaue and uses 

him as his key to the city, arriving at the border 

of Wakanda with Klaue’s body; he is introduced 

to the Tribal Council, at which point T’Challa has 

already discovered that they are cousins. Having a 

legitimate claim to the throne of Wakanda, Kill-

monger challenges T’Challa to a duel for the role 

of Black Panther. He brutally defeats T’Challa, who 

is then believed to be dead. Killmonger seizes the 

throne and immediately acts on his late father’s 

plan to arm the African diaspora, a move that seeks 

to unveil the reality of Wakanda’s might to the rest 

of the world. This instigates a civil war that ends 

with Killmonger’s death, a death that is emotional-

ly provoking both to T’Challa and to the audience 

(Black Panther). His actions in Wakanda ultimately 

inspire T’Challa to end Wakanda’s seclusion from 

the rest of the world, and the film concludes with 

T’Challa unveiling his vibranium-powered aircraft 

to a group of young boys outside the building 

where his father had killed his uncle in Oakland. 

T’Challa begins a new era for Wakanda as he re-

veals that the foreclosed building is soon to become 

the first Wakandan International Outreach Center 

(Black Panther).

Before his character graced movie screens 

worldwide, the Black Panther first appeared in 

Marvel Comics’ Fantastic Four #52 in 1966—in the 

midst of the American civil rights movement—as 

the brand’s first Black superhero; the character was 

created by Stan Lee and Jack Kirby, notably, both 

White. However, the creation of the character Black 

Panther does not represent the first time White 

people have “superhumanized” African Ameri-

cans. In their article “A Superhumanization Bias in 

Whites’ Perceptions of Blacks,” Adam Waytz, Kelly 

Marie Hoffman, and Sophie Trawalter note that 

a subtler and a markedly negative form of dehu-

manization exists in the “superhumanization” of 

Black people “as moral agents . . . less capable than 

Whites of feeling pain” (353). With the advent of 

the character Black Panther in the midst of the civil 

rights movement, the question became what per-

ception of Black identity would the Black Panther 

personify. Just as the Black population was foster-

ing larger social movements in the real world, the 

fictional Black Panther was shaking up the literary 

counterpart. Both the comic and cinematic debuts 

of the Black Panther are, according to Nama, in-

dicators of the sociopolitical transformation of the 

day (qtd in Mattimore). The Black Panther Party 

for Self-Defense was formed, as noted by Bobby 

Seale at their demonstration at the California State 

Capitol in 1967, after its founders got fed up with 

having “begged, prayed, petitioned, demonstrated, 

and everything else to get the racist power struc-

ture to right the wrongs which have historically 

been against black people” (qtd in Winkler). Seale 
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spoke of the systematic oppression of Black people 

in the United States and how the reality of their 

disenfranchisement remained ignored because of 

the nation’s belief in the idea of American excep-

tionalism. Although the Thirteenth Amendment of 

the United States Constitution abolished slavery, 

it made an exception that allowed enslavement as 

punishment for a crime. Today, as noted by the Na-

tional Association for the Advancement of Colored 

People, we are five times as likely to incarcerate 

African Americans as Whites (“Criminal Justice”). 

The Fourteenth Amendment forbids states from 

legislatively or judicially denying United States 

citizens of their civil rights, yet the Supreme Court 

ruling in Plessy v. Ferguson allowed “separate but 

equal” laws to be enforced nationwide for more 

than half a century. The Black Panther Party and 

the fictional Black Panther character, although both 

established in 1966, were not directly affiliated with 

each other. However, the 2018 film links them di-

rectly together because, as the creators realized, the 

two Black Panthers have everything to do with one 

another, like events of the past and present.

The film Black Panther (2018) provides only 

a quick summary alluding to events in Erik Kill-

monger’s past that shaped his fervent fury about 

the state of the African diaspora. However, Kill-

monger’s comic-book origin story differs from 

that in the film and provides a deeper look into 

his character. In the 1973 comic series “Panther’s 

Rage,” Killmonger is born as N’Jadaka in Wakan-

da rather than in Oakland, California (McGregor). 

Additionally, Klaue, originally portrayed as South 

African, is of Dutch descent, a potential nod to the 

Dutch involvement in colonialism and the slave 

trade. When Klaue first attacks Wakanda, he kills 

N’Jadaka’s parents before taking him as a slave to 

mine the vibranium in Wakanda until the Wakan-

dans force Klaue out; when this happens, he takes 

young N’Jadaka with him, eventually stranding 

him in America. In both the comic book and the 

movie adaptation, N’Jadaka/Killmonger’s deser-

tion in the United States is the central event that 

shapes his character and inspires his animosity 

against Wakanda. In the film, Killmonger addresses 

T’Challa and the Wakandan court, asking, “Two 

billion people all over the world who look like us 

whose lives are much harder, and Wakanda has the 

tools to liberate them all . . . where was Wakanda?” 

(Black Panther). In the origin story in both the comic 

book and the film, Killmonger is asking, “Why 

wasn’t Wakanda there for me?” Interestingly, in a 

Democracy Now! podcast panel, Christopher Lebron 

questions whether Killmonger should be consid-

ered “a product of the diaspora,” asking “what it 

means to portray blackness in this way, as being, in 

some sense, broken, defeated . . . [as] determined, 

rather than proactive and seeking liberation on 

terms that we, ourselves can recognize as being jus-

tified and legitimate” (“Afrofuturism” 1:40). Leb-

ron’s critique of Killmonger’s character is insight-

ful, but it perhaps misses the fact that Killmonger’s 

plan is proactive and, from some perspectives, 

justified. Killmonger’s past has made him venge-

ful, his rage sustained by the subjugation of the 

African diaspora. However, his past also provides 

him with wisdom enough to see that Wakanda’s 

greatest downfall is its inability to see past itself, 

the same problem we’re currently grappling with 

in the U.S.

It is intriguing to note that, while T’Challa 

fits the form and is the perceived superhero, Erik 
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Killmonger is the true hero of the film. Killmonger 

represents the Black Panther Party’s motivating 

influence to protect the Black community from sys-

tematic subjugation by a vengeful White America, 

whereas Wakanda is, in accord with the American 

monomyth, “an Eden-like society helpless in the 

face of evil but rescued by an outsider, as super-

hero, who then disappears again” (Jewett and 

Lawrence 263). The Wakandan people compose a 

seemingly utopian society; however, Killmonger 

reveals that their darkest reality and greatest threat 

exists in their inability to look past their nationalist 

ideals to the wider world. According to American 

historian Richard Slotkin, “a hero [is] the symbolic 

vessel of [a] whole culture’s collective conscious-

ness and the agent of [their] will to survive or their 

aspirations to power” (28-29). Killmonger, beyond 

his superhero qualities, is ultimately a hero whose 

all-encompassing desire is to be a proactive libera-

tor of the diaspora from state violence and subjuga-

tion by the world’s White Anglo-Saxon colonizers. 

However, in his militant attempt to take control of 

Wakanda and its resources, Killmonger is defeated 

by his cousin, T’Challa, who does not see Killmon-

ger’s death as a victory but as an unnecessary con-

sequence of Wakanda’s isolation from the realities 

of the outside world. As a result, T’Challa sees to 

it that Wakanda no longer hides itself and begins 

to share its resources with the real world. In this 

sense, Killmonger is a revolutionary hero, and, as 

written by Black Panther Party co-founder Huey P. 

Newton, “the first thing a revolutionary must learn 

is that he is a doomed man” (“Free Huey”).

The difference between Black Panther and the 

contemporary United States is that, at the con-

clusion of the film, we see the Wakandan nation 

progressively moving towards affirmative change, 

whereas in the present day in the United States, 

we are at a moment of stagnation that leans further 

into the racist standards of the past rather than 

progressing towards the future. According to a poll 

taken after the racially based 2017 mass shooting 

in Charleston, South Carolina, which took the 

lives of nine African Americans, “31 percent of 

Americans polled strongly or somewhat agreed 

that ‘America must protect and preserve its White 

European heritage,’ and 39 percent agreed that 

‘white people are currently under attack in this 

country’” (Ruiz-Grossman). Notably, the 2016 

Electoral College selected a national leader whose 

tagline of “Make America Great Again” is, to some, 

“The Man Called...Kill-Monger!”
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a veiled message to those who want to return to 

the standards of pre–civil rights America. Coupled 

with the superhumanization bias toward Black 

people, ”Make America Great Again” reflects a fear 

that, for some, is all-consuming and beyond their 

own rational thoughts. Numerous cases of police 

brutality involving harmful or lethal force being 

used unnecessarily against African Americans as 

opposed to any other race exemplify these trends. 

A recent example of this is the tragic death of Afri-

can American Botham Jean at the hands of former 

Dallas olice officer Amber Guyer, an off-duty police 

officer who fatally shot Jean after she had mistak-

enly entered his apartment instead of her own. 

What does it say of our nation that our president 

ran on a platform of pre–civil rights movement 

values and that our Black citizens are not safe even 

within their own homes?

At the start of the film Black Panther, the audi-

ence hears a young N’Jadaka ask his father to tell 

him the story of Wakanda. In the United States, 

we tell our children the story of “the land of the 

free and the home of the brave” (Key). “American 

exceptionalism,” as defined by Ian Tyrell, is “the 

special character of the United States as a uniquely 

free nation based on democratic ideals and person-

al liberty.” Our democratic nation, adorned in red, 

white, and blue costumes and inspired by hubris-

tic talk of American exceptionalism, has elected a 

leader who promotes this myth and squanders the 

foundational values of our nation, proclaiming that 

he alone is the solution to our nation’s problems. 

President Donald Trump is the consequence of our 

nation’s subscription to a singular narrative. Ac-

cording to Bruce Lincoln, Professor Emeritus of the 

History of Religion at the University of Chicago, 

he is “the product of our mythic discourse” (211). 

As we accept the notion of America as the greatest 

country in the world without acknowledging its 

faults, we move farther away from our democratic 

values towards oblivion.

Our modern American society is familiar with 

the story of our democratic prestige; for genera-

tions, we have claimed to adhere to it. We have 

long ridden the coattails of American exceptional-

ism, advancing our nation as the sole champion of 

democratic freedom and equality, at least as long as 

we can rationalize our own pitfalls as being some-

one else’s fault or responsibility. Take, for example, 

the 2017 “Unite the Right” White supremacist rally, 

which took place in the wake of the considered 

removal of Confederate statues, and the subse-

quent death of counter-protester Heather Hayer. 

Rather than condemn the White supremacists and 

acknowledge the fault in our national belief system 

and particularly that of his base, Trump responded 

with the statement that there were “some very fine 

people on both sides” (qtd in Grey). The blindly 

racist rhetoric within today’s political discourse, 

reminiscent of our past, is a burning fuse that 

signals the need for change and only reinforces that 

we must actively move towards a legacy of dem-

ocratic success worthy of our nation, rather than 

awaiting a violent uprising to sway our course, as 

in the case of Black Panther. The film tells a fic-

tional story set within a fictional world that is in 

many ways similar to the United States, where we 

tell ourselves the monomythic story of American 

exceptionalism in our world of democratic promi-

nence. As in Wakanda at the end of Black Panther, it 

is time for us to move forward and to write a new 

story for the modern age, a story not of our supe-
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riority as a nation, but of our striving for civility, 

equality, and success as a global society. 
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Catherine Mintler’s “American Gangster” class.

I hold the small and sacred part of me close like a 

royal flush

my poker face

must not betray

THEY

cannot touch it

not even in their dreams...

—Judee Norton, “Arrival”

The speaker in the poem “Arrival” by former 

inmate Judee Norton uses poker as a metaphor for 

maintaining one’s identity in prison. The speaker 

holds her selfhood close, protecting it from others 

who would seize it or mangle it. To maintain her 

selfhood inside the cold, cinder-block walls that 

threaten to strip her of individuality, creativity, 

and purpose, the speaker must conceal her private 

emotions and thoughts—the things that make her 

vulnerable. By protecting the sacred parts of herself 

from others, the speaker in this poem commits 

an act of defiance against the oppressive criminal 

justice system, and if we step back, we can see that 

the author also commits an act of defiance against 

this system by writing. 

Norton keeps her cards close but reveals the 

realities of her life in prison through cathartic and 

compelling poetry. Quoted in Doing Time: Twen-

ty-five Years of Prison Writing (1999) by Bell Gale 

Chevigny, Norton says that in prison, she was “a 

little girl cowering under the covers waiting for 

the next blow to fall” (341). She continues, “All I 

had to figure out was how to get [the little girl] 

out of prison in one piece and I did that by writ-

ing” (Chevigny 341). For Norton, prison writing 

helped her cope with the bleak environment she 

was suddenly thrust into. Norton’s case, while as 

moving as her poetry, is not unique. Many women 

in American prisons write to help themselves cope 

with the harsh realities of life in prison, where they 

are often assaulted, separated from their children, 

and erased from the public’s mind. 

In her essay “Women’s Prison Writing: An Un-

explored Tradition in Literature” (1984), Judith A. 

Scheffler asserts that an important part of women’s 

prison writing is “the writer’s creation of a persona 

through which she presents herself” (64). She says 

that the writer, in these cases, is “able to construct 

a persona, or image of herself, that she wants to 

project to her audience” (Scheffler, 64). This is 

certainly true for Norton, whose poetry portrays a 

speaker who is hardened and wise and thus belies 

the emotions the speaker and Norton herself likely 

felt, which Norton likens in her explanation to 

the emotions of a “cowering” girl. We can better 

understand this construction of a persona through 

an excerpt from Leo Braudy’s The Frenzy of Renown: 

Fame & Its History (1986). Braudy argues that the 

constant tension between the public’s perception 

of a celebrity and the celebrity’s own perception of 

him- or herself highlights the difference between 

the celebrity’s “talked-of” and “unexpressed” 

selves. Braudy reveals the duality of the celebrity’s 

persona: “Like some special aspect of ourselves, the 

famous person also holds out the possibility that 

there is another self inside, one not totally defined 
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by that social story .... [I]n the incessant spotlight 

the constant tension between those stories—of the 

talked-of self and the unexpressed self—becomes 

more acute” (Braudy, 592). I am not asserting that 

all incarcerated women writers are celebrities, 

but that like celebrities, they conceal their private 

selves from public view to distance themselves 

from the social story society tells about them, 

which, in the case of incarcerated women, positions 

them as dirty, sadistic, and inhuman. Incarcerat-

ed women’s ability to construct a dual persona 

through writing is invaluable because it allows 

them to cope with prison life and the emotional 

strain that accompanies it. 

Unfortunately, as some states—especially 

conservative states that tend to favor lower taxes 

and incarcerate more people—experience budget-

ary constraints on their already crippled criminal 

justice systems, they cut prison writing programs 

because they consider them nonessential. These 

states refuse to see the writing produced through 

these programs as literature—written work of 

lasting artistic merit—which denies its intellectual 

and emotional value as well as its ability to teach 

us about ourselves and our society. The result is the 

familiar silence we hear from one of the most mar-

ginalized groups in our society and a lack of heal-

ing among incarcerated women. Women’s prison 

writing and persona construction helps incarcerat-

ed women cope and heal, and because of its value 

to the healing process of incarcerated women as 

well as its ability to help us better understand our 

faults as a society, it should be read more widely 

and accepted wholeheartedly as literature.

In order to understand the difficulties incar-

cerated women face in writing, we must consider 

their social position, especially the fact that many 

incarcerated women are women of color. From cur-

rent events, we can see that white Americans resent 

black Americans for their threat to white America’s 

authority and control over the country. As black 

Americans become more influential through orga-

nizing, activism, and litigation, white Americans 

fear that their imagined supremacy has become 

fragile. Brought on by fear, white America’s racism 

has resulted in the mass incarceration of people of 

color, incarceration so severe that it has become a 

form of enslavement that terrorizes people of color 

today in a way that resembles their terrorization 

when slavery and segregation were institutional-

ized. We arrest people of color for drug dealing or 

gang violence, but we refuse to acknowledge white 

America’s role in denying people of color oppor-

tunities to get an education and earn an honest 

living. Once a person of color is released from 

prison, we mercilessly hunt for a reason to put him 

or her back in prison. According to Jay-Z, writing 

for the New York Times in 2017, “The system treats 

[black people] as a danger to society, consistently 

monitors and follows them for any minor infrac-

tion—with the goal of putting them back in prison” 

(Carter). Yet black Americans are in more danger 

in their own neighborhoods on bright, sunny days 

than white Americans will likely ever be. 

From our media and news, we know that prisons 

refuse to fund healing programs and thus deny 

prisoners opportunities to learn and rehabilitate 

while they are in prison. For this reason, prisoners’ 

lives after prison often dead-end in criminality 

and poverty. Further, we allow private prisons to 

operate, knowing that their economic success de-

pends on filling every cell. We teach black women 
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that they are not beautiful or valuable. We fail to 

acknowledge black women in our media and liter-

ary canon. Claiming that black women prisoners 

are unfit for motherhood, we seize their children. 

We deny them birth control and feminine products 

in prison and chain them in labor. We even tolerate 

their assault within prison walls.

It is no surprise that, as a direct result of their 

oppression and marginalization as women of color, 

women come to prison severely lacking in agency 

and self-respect. This problem is magnified in the 

state of Oklahoma, which makes the state a com-

pelling case study. According to speakers Kristen 

Black, Patrice James, and Christine Umeh from Still 

She Rises, a program that offers legal assistance 

to Oklahoma’s incarcerated women, Oklahoma 

incarcerates more women per capita than any other 

state. Not surprisingly, many of these women are 

women of color, due to systemic racism, wherein 

women of color are perceived as more criminal 

and more deserving of punishment than white 

women. Women in prison are overwhelmingly 

low-income women of color, reflecting the power 

of systemic racism in the criminal justice system. 

Further, Black et al. assert that, in North Tulsa, 66% 

of women prisoners are mothers. Many are heads 

of households, and their incarceration puts their 

children at risk. One of the most severe risks is the 

high likelihood that the government will terminate 

the parental rights of incarcerated women and send 

their children into a broken foster care system. 

Other women prisoners are incarcerated for mur-

dering their abusers. Thus, women serve time on 

death row for self-defense, continuing to shoulder 

the burdens of their oppression. These factors show 

that women prisoners have been oppressed their 

entire lives (Black et al.). Thus, it is quite clear why 

many women prisoners deny their own value and 

agency, and thus deny themselves opportunities to 

heal. Women’s prison writing is essential because it 

helps work against women’s oppression, allowing 

women prisoners to develop the agency, self-re-

spect, and skills they have been denied for their 

entire lives.  

It is also important to note that incarcerated 

women have not always been granted the same 

writing privileges that incarcerated men have. 

Jerome Washington, a participant in the civil rights 

movement and accomplished journalist, was 

wrongfully convicted in 1973 for the murder of a 

bartender and for attempted murder of the bar’s 

owner (Sexton). In Auburn State Prison in New 

York, Washington founded and edited the Auburn 

Collective, “an award-winning prison newspaper 

that chronicled prisoners’ struggles and ruffled 

the feathers of prison officials” (Sexton). Because 

of his subversive writing, Washington relocated to 

another prison. Additionally, prison staff confis-

cated Washington’s typewriter and manuscripts, 

effectively silencing him and threatening other 

prisoners who would make their experiences in 

prison known to the outside world. Under no illu-

sions about the injustice he was facing, Washington 

filed and won a lawsuit for a prisoner’s “right to 

write,” enabling himself and thousands like him 

to continue sharing their stories from inside prison 

walls (Sexton). Though Washington’s victory was 

undoubtedly a victory for incarcerated people, the 

new privileges prisoners accrued as a result of this 

case’s decision have not been equally applied to 

all prisoners. More specifically, the right to write is 

largely unobserved in women’s prisons. Newspa-
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pers in women’s prisons, for example, are heavily 

censored. According to Eleanor M. Novek, “heavy 

censorship by prison officials often prohibits the 

publishing of material that is overtly subversive in 

prison newspapers [and] the most robust sections 

of prison newspapers are often general interest 

and advice columns” (291-292). While incarcer-

ated women are permitted to write, their writing 

is policed and restricted to certain genres. We can 

see, then, that while some prisoners are allowed to 

write freely, these prisoners are men. It’s time that 

prejudiced prison officials gave the same privileg-

es to incarcerated women’s writing, and it’s time 

that this writing gained the literary recognition it 

deserves. 

Incarcerated women’s writing, in various 

genres such as poetry, short stories, and other 

works of semi-autobiographical fiction, exhibits 

levels of literary merit that delegitimize the argu-

ment that these writings are unfit for inclusion in 

the literary canon. Their works often reveal incar-

cerated women’s dually constructed personas. In 

Doing Time, Chevigny collected works that reveal 

the uniquely challenging problems incarcerated 

women face, such as lack of hygiene, separation 

from their children, beauty in prison, body confi-

dence, and reputation, to name a few. In another of 

her poems from the collection, Norton deals with 

the construction of personas by women in prison. 

In her semi-autobiographical short story, “Norton 

#59900,” Norton casts herself as the protagonist 

and describes how she constructs a tough talked-of 

self in order to keep her emotions hidden. After 

finding out her son may not be able to visit the 

prison anymore, Norton’s character responds: 

I take my sunglasses from the top of my head 

and run the comb briskly through the matted 

and dampened strands and stand up. Straight. 

Tall. Shoulders back. Chin up. I pull the dark 

glasses on my face and the mantle of hard-ass 

Prison bars
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prisoner on my soul.... This is my milieu, this is 

where I know exactly what is expected of me, 

precisely how to behave, what to do and say. I 

shove both hands jauntily into the hip pockets 

of my Levi’s and allow a disdainful grin to 

own my face. “Fuck him,” I say with contempt. 

“He can’t touch this.” (qtd in Chevigny 234)

Norton’s use of truncated sentences creates a sense 

of urgency and places emphasis on this character’s 

calculated attempts to conceal her sorrow. She does 

not naturally assume her hardened and unemo-

tional talked-of self, but must force herself to do so 

out of fear. Through this scene, Norton conveys her 

attempt to maintain her reputation as an untouch-

able, unemotional woman, perhaps out of self-pres-

ervation in the violent prison, and perhaps out of 

a need to reassure herself of her own strength. Her 

persona construction reveals Norton’s clear at-

tempt to cope in prison, where women are expect-

ed to conceal their feelings and behave as if they 

are not affected by their environment.

In “Norton 59900,” Norton also reveals the 

tendency of incarcerated women to be resentful 

of their emotions. In prison, displays of emotion 

make one vulnerable. Norton’s character says, “My 

eyes sting with the threat of unwelcome tears, I 

beg them silently not to betray me. But they do, 

traitorous things, and a great wash of tears pours 

unchecked down my cheeks, off my chin, into my 

lap, a flood of them, pent up all those years when 

to cry was a sign of weakness and to be weak 

was to be a victim” (qtd in Chevigny 234). Nor-

ton’s personification of her eyes as traitors in this 

excerpt suggests that her eyes control her display 

of emotions because she can no longer control 

and conceal them—her pain is too deep and she 

has kept it hidden for too long. Here, she is worn 

down by her years behind bars, a victim of oppres-

sion and injustice, but also of her own repressed 

emotions. Norton also emphasizes the fact that 

showing emotions, and showing sadness espe-

cially, constitute an acceptance of one’s role as a 

victim—something many incarcerated women seek 

to avoid. We can see from Norton’s text that the 

display of emotions positions incarcerated women 

as victims of inmates’ and prison guards’ abuse. 

In the prison environment, women who are overly 

emotional become targets for assault, verbal abuse, 

and derogatory name-calling. Additionally, we can 

see from Norton’s text that women in prison tend 

to gravitate toward the most powerful and strong 

among them, and the open display of emotions 

often subjects an inmate to exclusion and isolation. 

Further, we can see that the display of emotions 

constitutes an acceptance on the prisoner’s part of 

her own victimhood: by giving in to the emotions 

that threaten her, she admits she has allowed the 

prison system to hurt her and take her strength. In 

this way, incarcerated women use talked-of selves 

as defense mechanisms and perceive their emo-

tions as antithetical to their attempts to behave as 

other prisoners expect them to. This destructively 

defensive behavior prohibits incarcerated women 

from healing.

Were it more widely known, Norton’s writing 

would provide an audience special insight into the 

workings of the criminal justice system as well as 

the hearts and minds of incarcerated women. Writ-

ing from her own experience, Norton reveals the 

methods that incarcerated women use to construct 

their guarded personas; posture, facial expressions, 

and explicit language are some of the most im-
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portant. Moreover, she reveals that the successful 

performance of these personas often allows women 

to establish a reputation for hardness that is re-

spected and admired within the prison community. 

However, Norton herself uses writing to express 

the emotions and strategies she cannot expose, and 

the fact that she writes stories is a testament to the 

value of women’s prison writing. In these person-

al stories, Norton can express her feelings freely 

and even reveal her own duality. She does not fear 

retaliation or abuse from guards or other inmates. 

Nor does she fear the debasement of her reputation 

in the eyes of her fellow inmates. Further, she does 

not feel the need to put on a tough persona for her 

audience. In her writing, Norton can be vulnerable 

and relatable, showing the human side of incarcer-

ated women, which so many Americans refuse to 

see, unless it’s on TV in Orange is the New Black. For 

Norton and many others, prison writing provides 

the outlet that incarcerated women desperately 

need to escape expectations for their own behavior. 

Once incarcerated women are able to escape these 

expectations, they can confront their emotions and 

begin to heal.

As we can see from this analysis of Norton’s 

work, her writing exhibits a level of literary merit 

that many readers would not expect from wom-

en’s prison writing. Norton expertly uses literary 

devices and figurative language to help her audi-

ence understand life as a female inmate not only 

through words, but also through sight and touch. 

Additionally, her writing is poetic and polished, 

displaying more sophistication and depth than do 

many published works today. Her work challeng-

es our assumption that incarcerated women can 

write primary source material, but cannot write 

creatively. These assumptions, which contend that 

women’s prison writing cannot become part of the 

literary canon that includes Chaucer, Whitman, 

Homer, or Dickinson, are inherently classist and 

racist. Because their writing has proven to be as 

moving, intellectually stimulating, and perpetually 

relevant as the work of any of these authors, any 

attempts to exclude their writing from the canon 

can only be attempts to subjugate marginalized 

voices and knowledge. By excluding women’s pris-

on writing from the literary canon, we ignore the 

challenges that marginalized people in our society 

face and avoid taking responsibility for removing 

the obstacles from marginalized people’s paths. We 

can no longer accept a literary canon dominated by 

white, affluent, “superiorly” educated voices, es-

pecially because willful ignorance is the result. We 

cannot accept a literary canon without women’s 

prison writing. 

Incarcerated women’s writing not only re-

veals to us what incarcerated women are capable 

of achieving, but also constitutes well-written, 

polished, and sophisticated work. Many incarcer-

ated women become powerful and accomplished 

writers but cannot get their work published or 

develop a wide readership. Other women of color 

have faced similar challenges. When Maya Ange-

lou began to focus on her career as a writer, she 

joined the Harlem Writers Guild, an organization 

designed to help black writers become successful 

in a literary culture that was brutally antagonistic 

to their work (Harlem). Toni Morrison’s first novel, 

The Bluest Eye, received only limited attention 

when it was first published. Additionally, some 

schools banned Morrison’s novel, ostensibly for 

its sexually explicit content and graphic language, 
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but likely also for its brutally honest depiction of 

racism (“Banned”). We revere Angelou and Morri-

son today, but they faced strong opposition to their 

success at the beginning of their careers, which can 

be attributed to racism and sexism. Although these 

writers and others helped open a channel for black 

women’s voices in literature, black women writers 

today still encounter the same marginalization that 

Angelou, Morrison, and their contemporaries ex-

perienced. At the mercy of a predominantly white 

American literary culture, black women writers 

struggle against racist and sexist attitudes that 

view their work as less valuable intellectually and 

emotionally. Biases against black women writers 

are multiplied for black incarcerated women, who 

are not only viewed as less intelligent and sophisti-

cated than white writers, but also less sympathetic 

and worthy of empathy.  

Women’s prison writing proves that these 

profoundly flawed beliefs about black incarcerated 

women and women of color in general are wrong. 

Incarcerated women’s writing is often breathtak-

ingly poignant, genuine, and poetic, and reveals 

incarcerated women’s humanness and hope. It is 

too complex and powerful to be expelled from the 

literary canon; it exhibits a realm of literariness we 

might not expect. Often, women’s prison writing 

evokes writers such as Morrison and Angelou, 

whom we return to repeatedly in literary study. For 

example, juxtaposition of excerpts from Norton’s 

“Arrival” with excerpts from Maya Angelou’s 

“Still I Rise” reveals the transcendental qualities 

of women’s prison writing and the shared themes 

of identity, individual power and agency, and the 

ability to overcome challenges.

“Arrival”

     

I

am light and air and fire

I

slip through their clutching fingers

     

like the night

even as they grasp my puny wrist

     

of simple bone and blood

and flesh

     

body here spirit there I

     

am still free.

   

“Still I Rise”

     

Out of the huts of history’s shame

I rise

Up from a past that’s rooted in pain 

I rise

I’m a black ocean, leaping and wide, 

Welling and swelling I bear in the tide. 

Leaving behind nights of terror and fear 

I rise     

Into daybreak that’s wondrously clear

I rise

Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave, 

I am the dream and the hope of the slave. 

I rise

I rise 

I rise.   
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Both writers use first-person point of view to em-

phasize the strength and power of the individual 

to transcend the circumstances she finds herself 

in. Norton’s speaker is free in her soul, if not in 

her body. She escapes constraints, overcoming the 

limitations of her “simple bone / and blood / and 

flesh” to become “light and air and fire”: someone 

elemental and untamable. She asserts her agency, 

refusing to be controlled or manipulated by prison 

walls or by the oppressive society that defines and 

confines her because of her dark skin. The speaker 

in Angelou’s poem overcomes the constraints of 

her past and the history of her ancestors, who came 

to America as slaves and have struggled ever since 

to carve out a secure and respected place in Amer-

ican society. The speaker’s repetition of the asser-

tion “I rise” reveals the strength of her resolve to 

rise each time she is shoved down. It also suggests 

that she constantly moves forward and upward, 

regardless of the difficulties she faces. The speakers 

in these excerpts are resilient. They are powerful, 

unstoppable, and unapologetic. Finally, they show 

us the power and agency of incarcerated women 

and women of color and challenge our assumption 

that these women are hopeless and helpless.

As we can see, women’s prison writing clearly 

helps authors understand themselves and their 

experiences, as well as develop power and agency. 

Moreover, women’s prison writing is also effective 

on a much broader scale: it helps potential readers 

understand ourselves and the society we partici-

pate in. In their essays, Novek and Scheffler offer 

different reasons for their claims that this writing 

is valuable. While Novek emphasizes its ability to 

help incarcerated women heal, Scheffler points out 

its ability to teach potential readers about incarcer-

ated women and their interactions with society as 

a whole. For example, Novek highlights the theme 

of resistance that appears repeatedly in women’s 

prison writing, stating that “acts of resistance offer 

the possibility of growth and new ways of seeing” 

(287). Novek refers here to the psychological and 

emotional growth of incarcerated women, sug-

gesting that women’s prison writing is an act of 

resistance, and that this resistance helps incarcerat-

ed women overcome hardships and change for the 

better within prison walls. By contrast, Scheffler 

asserts that “Because of their realistic rendering of 

the prison experience in various places and times, 

works in the tradition of women’s prison literature 

present a rich storehouse of unexplored primary 

source material for researchers in the varied dis-

ciplines that are currently engaged in the study of 

women and society” (65). Scheffler focuses primar-

ily on the impact of women’s prison writing on 

potential readers, suggesting it would help them 

understand more about women and society, and 

more specifically about women’s relationships to 

society. 

Although Novek and Scheffler are both correct, 

women’s prison writing is even more valuable than 

they claim because the act of prison writing brings 

Americans in this broken society together. It lifts 

up the marginalized voices of incarcerated wom-

en, humbling our ears as we listen to the stories 

of hardship and oppression that they experience 

at our hands. As privileged Americans, we are 

determined to deny the fact that our fingers form 

the iron bars that make up incarcerated women’s 

cages, and we are determined to drown out their 

songs. But like caged birds, incarcerated women 

continue to sing, no matter where they are or how 
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they got there. To liberate them, we only need to 

listen.
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The Harlem Renaissance, which took place in the 

1920s and 1930s, is looked upon and often taught 

as a time of wonderful artistic and cultural ad-

vancement by African Americans. A result of the 

northern migration of African Americans from the 

south, this period of renewal and appreciation of 

black culture and identity produced some of the 

greatest artists and thinkers of American history. 

Yet what is frequently lost in these generaliza-

tions is that the Renaissance is still not, and was 

certainly not at the time, considered by mainstream 

society to be either noteworthy or productive. 

Famous sociologist, author, and activist W.E.B. Du 

Bois said in 1933 that he didn’t think the Harlem 

Renaissance would last because “[i]t was a liter-

ature written for the benefit of white people and 

at the behest of white readers, and started out 

privately from the white point of view. It never 

had a real Negro constituency, and it did not grow 

out of the inmost heart and frank experiences of 

Negroes; on such an artificial basis no real litera-

ture can grow’” (Story 284). Du Bois is saying that 

he thought the art made in the Harlem Renaissance 

was doomed from the start because it was always 

intended to be for white people. It grew because 

Harlem was en vogue with elite whites, not due to 

black independence and interest. Even those who 

don’t go as far as Du Bois admit that “it is impossi-

ble to say that the art produced by black Americans 

between 1920 and 1932 would have ever made 

it into print without the support of rich whites” 

(285). The implication here is that the rich whites 

who funded this art controlled it, making it less 

about the “frank experiences of Negroes” and more 

appealing to their own tastes. Thus the Harlem Re-

naissance was nothing more than a white people’s 

fancy. 

However, today we still study and learn from 

the Harlem Renaissance and the work of its par-

agons. This in itself negates Du Bois’s belief that 

the Renaissance had an “artificial basis” on which 

“no real literature can grow.” Very few would say 

that Langston Hughes or Zora Neale Hurston, two 

authors from the Renaissance, were not brilliant 

writers, or that Duke Ellington, leader of the Cot-

ton Club band, was not a revolutionary musician, 

or that the numerous other beloved and influential 

artists of the renaissance did not matter simply 

because they created in a complicated time. 

So the question worth asking is not “was the 

Renaissance a complete fluke?” Instead, we should 

ask to what extent white people influenced it, and 

whether their influence was negative. Can the 

Renaissance, despite its successes, still be charac-

terized as a white fad? These questions can be more 

clearly examined by looking at the phenomenon 

of white patronage, so I’d like to take a closer look 

at the forms this patronage took in order to see 

whether it stifled or encouraged the creativity of 

the age. 

Artistic patronage has no identifiable origin 

but has been around for as long as there have been 

starving artists and wealthy people with money 

to spend. History is full of the King Jameses and 
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William Shakespeares and the Pope Juliuses and 

Michelangelos (Pope Julius II commissioned the 

Sistine Chapel). Patrons were influential people 

who supported (and usually fought with) artists 

and often had a big say in what they created. The 

power dynamic inherent in a patron/artist rela-

tionship is different in every context, but with the 

addition of race in the Harlem Renaissance, this 

dynamic becomes even more complicated. 

Patronage was a natural extension of the white 

cultural hub Harlem was becoming. Poet Claude 

McKay wrote that Harlem in that time period was 

an “‘all-white picnic ground and with no apparent 

gain to the blacks...many black Harlemites found 

themselves receiving welcome attention but ‘no 

dollars’” (Kaplan 195). The attention that African 

Americans in Harlem received did not actually 

support the community financially, as this form 

of gentrification resulted in white people flooding 

Harlem and kicking out resident African Ameri-

cans. For example, musicians who played in Har-

lem clubs were not usually developing their music 

in front of a fellow black audience but an outsider 

white one. Langston Hughes wrote that whites 

would come to Harlem at night and “stare at the 

Negro customers... like amusing animals in a zoo.” 

Of course, African Americans could not return the 

favor and patronize the white parts of town. 

Black musicians were not able to control who 

patronized their clubs or keep white people out of 

the audience. But writers like Langston Hughes 

had a choice about whether to find a white patron 

and write to appeal to white tastes. But it wasn’t 

too much of a choice. Author Ralph D. Story ex-

plains in Patronage and the Harlem Renaissance that 

“White capital and influence were crucial, and the 

white presence, at least in the early years, hovered 

over the New Negro world of art and literature 

like a benevolent censor, politely but pervasively 

setting the outer limits of its creative boundaries” 

(287). In other words, there was a cost to not hav-

ing a patron or tailoring one’s work to white taste. 

While there were many individual patrons of the 

Harlem Renaissance, no one embodied this “be-

nevolent censor” quite like the infamous Charlotte 

Osgood Mason, the woman who would become 

Langston Hughes’s patron and who once pro-

claimed, “I am a Black God” (Kaplan 230). 

Mason liked to be called “godmother” by her 

artists, and in addition to Hughes, those artists 

included the likes of authors Alain Locke and 

Zora Neale Hurston and painter Aaron Douglas. 

Throughout the Renaissance, she gave more than 

$100,000 (the equivalent of over a million dollars 

today) to both black and white artists (“Charlotte 

Osgood Mason”). Her story reflects many of the 

complications between patrons and artists during 

this time. 

Mason once wrote that she “‘used to dream as 

a child that I would go to Africa and bring back the 

things in the upstairs of slave ships’” (Kaplan 218). 

This quote is quite indicative of her worldview, 

which included the romanticizing of Africa not 

as a free continent that could flourish on its own 

but one still subjected to colonization and white 

control. She felt called to protect what she believed 

was a childlike innocence and spirituality in Afri-

can Americans. This is a hallmark of the ideology 

called primitivism. 

Charlotte Osgood Mason and Langston 

Hughes met around 1927. In her 70s at that time, 

Mason had been a philanthropist for quite a while, 
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and Hughes had already published two poetry 

collections: The Weary Blues (1926) and Fine Clothes 

for a Jew (1927). Mason gave Hughes a blank check, 

encouraging him to travel to find inspiration. Three 

years later, Hughes published his debut novel, Not 

Without Laughter. When Hughes gave his first draft 

of the book to Mason, she returned it to him with 

“a twenty-eight-page chapter-by-chapter critique 

for which he expressed warm appreciation and 

to which he paid the closest editorial attention….

Hughes’s writing from that time bears Mason’s 

unmistakable stamp” (Kaplan 223). Hughes saw 

her as a godsend and valued her opinions, and 

his book reflected that. It is hard to know whether 

Hughes would have felt the same way in his later 

years as a more seasoned writer, but at that point in 

his life, he saw Mason as an aid to writing authen-

tically, not as a burden. 

But what started as a promising partnership 

ended around 1932 in a nasty split, one that left 

Hughes reeling. There isn’t one clear reason why 

they parted ways; it was most likely a combination 

of several factors. One was that Hughes started to 

write revolutionary poetry, sparked by his interest 

in communism, which displeased Mason. Anoth-

er reason was that Mason had a savior complex, 

and thus was highly manipulative. She “created a 

triangle of Locke, Hurston, and Hughes, playing 

them off one another and encouraging them to 

jockey for primacy with her. Competition between 

them would keep her as their center. Or so, at least, 

she hoped” (Kaplan 224). Mason did not care about 

unity among the black community and its artists. 

She only cared that her artists love her as their 

sponsor and savior. Hughes likely parted from 

Mason due to this competition, along with Mason’s 

disparagement of Hughes’s revolutionary poetry; 

Mason’s primitivist ideology, which she had begun 

to push upon Hughes; and disagreements with 

Zora Neale Hurston over a theatrical collaboration. 

Despite his anger about the rift, Hughes 

praises Mason in his autobiography, saying he 

“had loved very much that gentle woman who 

had been my patron.” All of this presents a curious 

recurrence when examining patronage. Although 

many look back on patronage as a necessary evil 

for the Harlem Renaissance, the majority of those 

who were involved in such relationships spoke 

fondly of them. As Kaplan points out, “in a world 

that cautioned against intimate interracial relations, 

interracial pioneers—patrons and protégées alike—

were proud of their own bravery and felt exhilarat-

ed by it” (217). 

With Mason and Hughes, we can see that the 

power imbalance of the patron and artist becomes 

more complicated with race, and given Mason’s 

already toxic ideas, it is not surprising that the re-

lationship dissolved. Hughes found Mason helpful 

when she was supporting his vision but was able 

to leave when she was not. He was never finan-

cially secure after this point, and he was able to get 

by independently only due to his immense talent 

(“Langston Hughes Biography”). But for other 

artists, it was not as easy to leave the promise of 

financial support. 

What about the musicians? We have estab-

lished that they did not have as much say in choos-

ing their patrons. Were they influenced by white 

audiences, as black writers were? Let’s look at one 

example. 

John D. Baskerville explains that in Harlem 

clubs, the owners needed to sell a certain number 
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of drinks each night to remain profitable. This usu-

ally meant that, for every 45-minute set the band 

played, the club needed to sell two to three drinks 

per person. If musicians experimented and riffed, 

the sets got longer, and fewer drinks were sold 

because fewer sets were played. This made some 

club owners “stifle the artistic creativity of the new 

music” by forcing the musicians to stop experi-

menting and just play the routine sets (Baskerville 

120). These limitations meant the musicians were 

forced to play more standard and acceptable music 

for white people. Black creativity was being capped 

and commercialized. 

But is it better to play for such an audience 

than not to be heard at all? Composer and musician 

Charley Gerard writes that white audiences have 

always “craved” what they saw as the “unruly 

spirit of African American music.” Blackface enter-

tainers were the first to try to appeal to this desire, 

in an obviously disgusting and distorted fashion. 

Then they were “gradually replaced by African 

Americans and by white musicians with a sincere 

interest in and respect for African American music” 

(Gerard 97). This placed Harlem’s black musicians 

in a difficult spot. If white people did not satisfy 

their craving by listening to actual black musicians, 

they would return to blackface performances and 

other racist entertainment. White audiences might 

require black musicians to make their music more 

appealing to them, but being part of a live audience 

also forced them see the musicians’ humanity, their 

creativity, and their artistry. These musicians were 

affirming that they had created the jazz form, but 

they were still being asked to play the role of enter-

tainer for people who saw them, at the very least, 

as an exciting new thing to try, and at the worst, as 

“primitive.”

There is so much more to be said about the 

Harlem Renaissance, the role of patronage, and the 

exceptions to and nuances of everything that has 

been discussed here so far. Charlotte Osgood Ma-

son was a woman whose worldviews were typical 

of her time and social standing. Her relationship 

with Hughes is representative of larger trends in 

the affiliations between white patrons and black 

artists in the Harlem Renaissance, but it does not 

tell the whole story. The interactions of black musi-

cians and white audiences changed throughout the 

course of the Renaissance (and the phenomenon 

of white jazz musicians complicated the situation 

further, but that’s beyond the scope of this essay). 

With more space and time, we might also discuss 

other niche places with complex racial dynamics, 

such as house parties and other places where much 

of jazz was developed in black social spheres. The 

Harlem Renaissance was much, much more com-

plicated than Du Bois or modern commentators or I 

can encapsulate. The Renaissance was not a failure, 

as Du Bois thought, but it was not a pure success 

either, as contemporary students are often taught. 

It was, like most things, somewhere in the middle, 

and patronage was just one of many reasons why 

this is the case. This conversation about patronage 

is not the end of discussion on white people’s role 

in the Harlem Renaissance, but I’d like to conclude 

with one last point.

Before the Harlem Renaissance, African Amer-

ican artists were often pressured focus their work 

on representing African Americans positively and 

aspirationally, to advance their standing in society. 

However, throughout the Renaissance, this idea 

was challenged. Young artists began to feel free 
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to make art that was, first and foremost, personal 

rather than representative of their race. 

Langston Hughes speaks of this artistic free-

dom in his autobiography The Big Sea. When 

responding to critics who say African Americans 

should only write in a way that presents their 

“higher aims and aspirations, and [their] best 

selves,” Hughes sympathizes but asserts that he 

doesn’t see how they can “expect every Negro 

author to write such books. Certainly, I personally 

knew very few people anywhere who were wholly 

beautiful and wholly good” (267). Hughes is saying 

that authors should prioritize writing honestly 

about people, whether black or white. He agrees 

that art can be personal and not focused solely on 

being representational. This shift in ideology came 

about, in part, because of the different freedoms 

and opportunities that white patrons helped 

provide through financial and social support. 

Black artists could choose what they were going to 

create, in all of its complexities, and they were also 

free to choose whether to accept white patronage. 

This was not a simple choice, of course, because 

choosing to forgo patronage could cause them to 

lose them the opportunities that came from money 

and exposure, but they retained the fundamental 

freedom to choose. They, like Hughes, could accept 

help and leave if they felt compromised, and their 

art would be more widely known and better pre-

served. 

The dynamic of white people as gatekeepers 

to black artists had always existed in the public 

sphere. It was during the Harlem Renaissance 

that these vast systems were given a more human 

face and, instead of a vast network, could operate 

on the much more personal level of patron and 

artist. This decrease in hierarchy allowed for more 

progress, as it gave black artists more power on 

this smaller scale, but on the other hand, it also re-

vealed the complexities that had always been there. 

It is impossible to say whether this influence 

prevented any revolutionary pieces of art from 

coming into existence. Some critics have suggested 

that, without white people, the Harlem Renais-

sance could have had “a lot more constructive 

criticism” (Hutchinson 17); in other words, it could 

have had higher standards. In response, scholar 

George Hutchinson writes, “As a matter of fact, 

African American intellectuals took a number of 

strong positions on critical standards; but they did 

not agree on what those standards should be. The 

result was an encouragement of a range of possi-

bilities… Never before had there been such variety 

or productivity, or so much critical dissensus” (17). 

This range of possibilities means that this period 

of time had some of the most diverse opinions, 

standards, and examples of black art ever. Difficult 

decisions about taking white money, rejecting it, 

embracing artistic freedom, and/or feeling tied to 

one’s race, were at the heart of the Harlem Renais-

sance. This struggle embodied the Renaissance 

more than any singular piece of art ever did, and 

white patrons were—positively or negatively—

an indisputable part of it. As I’ve discussed, the 

Renaissance was not only about art, but also about 

black and white interaction, and in that regard, 

the uncomfortable and often messy relationships 

formed between patrons and artists were needed 

to begin the progression towards a more integrated 

society. 
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The True Value of Music 

Education  Anna Fitzgerald 

 

Anna Fitzgerald is a Music Education major from Rich-

ardson, TX who wrote this essay in Al Harahap’s “The 

Social Construction of Ideas” class.

Education has been a necessity in American society 

ever since the first of the compulsory education 

laws were enacted in the 1800s. It is meant to pre-

pare students for life beyond schooling by giving 

them the skills necessary to be successful, tools to 

build their own perspective of the world, context 

to understand other people and their cultures, and 

an understanding of what it means to be human. 

School is also meant to inspire students to be 

creative, curious, and confident in themselves and 

their abilities, and “to become lifelong learners 

who are able to love, work, and act as responsible 

members of the community” (Sloan). When chil-

dren are sent to school, it should be an enlighten-

ing experience as well as a learning one. A proper 

education is one that can offer all of this to its 

students, and although American society puts great 

emphasis on the importance of education, a proper 

education is not what students receive. Instead of 

being prepared for adulthood and being instilled 

with a passion for life and learning, students are 

being prepared to take tests over math, science, 

English, and social studies. Instead of learning 

skills and lessons that will aid them beyond the 

classroom, they are memorizing seemingly useless 

facts they will never remember. 

Music education, however, offers everything a 

proper education should. Music builds life skills, 

teaches humanity, and even gives a look into other 

cultures. Most importantly, anything learned in the 

music class can be utilized anywhere and anytime 

in a student’s life. Music seems to offer the per-

fect education, yet it is swept under the carpet to 

make room for the four main core subjects—math, 

science, English, and social studies. In today’s 

American society, music education is treated as 

though it holds less value in the American public 

education system than the four core subjects. In 

this essay, I will explore the gap in value between 

music education and the four core subjects and the 

reasons it exists. I will then discuss how the gap 

between music education and other subjects brings 

to attention a larger issue within the American 

education system—the extreme emphasis it puts on 

testing—and how alleviating this issue could lead 

not only to better music education, but to a more 

well-rounded education for students as a whole. 

American society constructs music education 

in such a way that the only value it holds in the 

American public education system stems from its 

ability to support other more accepted subjects. 

It is not viewed as an important field in itself, but 

rather as something that makes students more 

successful in the subjects that are deemed “import-

ant”—math, science, English, and social studies. 

This is because research has shown repeatedly 

that students involved in fine arts¬¬—especially 

in music—have a better chance at doing well in 

school and scoring higher on standardized tests. 

College Board’s 2012 SAT test report shows a clear 

relationship between students who had years of 

music training and students who scored well on 

the SAT (“2012 College-Bound Seniors”). Studies 

also show that music students exhibit better vo-

cabulary, reading skills, and social skills (Bryant). 
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Because of studies like this, which show music’s 

ability to improve performance in other subjects, 

music recently has been given more value in the 

education system than in previous years by being 

officially implemented into the national core cur-

riculum by the passing of the Every Child Achieves 

Act in 2015 (“Senate Passes Every Child Achieves 

Act”). However, despite their importance and ben-

efit to students, music classes still are valued less 

than other core curriculum subjects and are often 

the first classes to be cut or removed from schools. 

If music training has so much to offer to students, 

why is it swept to the side to make room for other 

subjects? Because, despite their benefits and core 

subject classification, music classes are not tested. 

American schools use testing as a crutch 

instead of developing a proper way of educating 

students. Students are administered national tests, 

state tests, district tests, school tests—the testing is 

seemingly endless. An average American student 

will take approximately 112 standardized tests 

in their kindergarten through 12th grade years 

(Strauss). This number does not even include tests 

administered by teachers or school districts on 

a regular basis. Alexandra Atchison, a freshman 

majoring in chemical biosciences at the Universi-

ty of Oklahoma, describes her experiences with 

standardized tests as a “waste,” explaining that 

“throughout K-12 it didn’t feel like standardized 

tests really reflected what we learned; it felt like 

going through the motions.” Atchison’s description 

of her testing experience is similar to how many 

students describe standardized tests and reflects 

how little they feel they are gaining from such 

stressful and unnecessary modes of assessment. 

The reason for society’s use of testing as a crutch is 

a social construction—society believes that the only 

way to know for sure that something is successful 

is if there is a test that proves it; that something 

cannot exist if it is not seen; that something is not 

happening if a test does not prove it is. This social 

construction regarding testing and analysis plagues 

American society on all levels. For example, in 

many homicide cases, jurors will refuse to convict a 

person of murder if there was not a DNA test prov-

ing that the suspect was at the scene, even if there 

was enough circumstantial evidence to prove them 

guilty (Roberts). This reveals the value that Amer-

ican society places on numbers. As a society, we 

value quantity over quality, hard DNA proof over 

common sense in convicting someone of an obvi-

ous crime, and even the number of passing grades 

over the quality of education that students receive. 

This reliance on testing and analyzing directly 

affects the view society holds regarding classes that 

do not have a standardized test. In fact, Education 

Funding Partners’ article “Working to Keep the 

Arts in Public Schools” states that “When budget 

cuts hit, as they have in over 80 percent of U.S. 

school districts since 2008, arts programs are often 

the first to go simply because their impact is not 

measured by standardized tests.” Because assess-

In the exam hall
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ment and numbers are so important in American 

society, classes that are not tested—such as music 

education courses—hold less value.

Schools rely on test scores to determine stu-

dents’ readiness to move on in their education 

and faculty’s effectiveness in teaching. In this case, 

schools are using testing to prove whether students 

are actually successful, despite the many other pos-

sible success indicators, such as graduation rates, 

college acceptance rates, and even the amount of 

scholarship money they receive (“Do Standard-

ized Tests Accurately Show Students’ Abilities?”). 

Schools rely so much on assessment that they are 

willing to take time and value away from subjects 

that are not tested—such as music—to make time 

for the tested subjects. Administrators are willing 

to cut music classes short, or even cut them com-

pletely, if it means students have more time to pre-

pare for their assessments in other classes. But this 

is a huge mistake, given the success of schools that 

emphasize the arts. According to several articles 

listed by the Center for Online Education, simply 

having arts programs in schools can improve the 

overall experience and success of students, where-

as schools that do not offer arts often have students 

who “miss out on a key creative outlet, [and] face 

greater difficulty mastering core subjects, higher 

dropout rates, and more disciplinary problems” 

(“10 Studies on the Importance of Art in Educa-

tion”). Despite these facts, schools still sacrifice 

music education for tested subjects. After looking 

at the amount of testing students are bombarded 

with, one might consider that the problem with the 

way society views music education has nothing 

to do with music or what it has to offer at all, but 

rather with the American public education system. 

Although testing can be a good way to gauge 

whether students are learning or teachers are 

teaching, the amount of standardized testing in 

America is reaching a dangerously high level. 

Over the years, concerns have been raised about 

the effectiveness of testing and whether it hurts 

or helps American students. Some have expressed 

concern that “testing can distort the basic purposes 

of education by narrowing the curriculum” and 

that “testing programs can mislead students (and 

by implication parents and politicians) into think-

ing test scores are indicators of sound instructional 

practice” (Yurtolu). Standardized testing is most 

often used in schools to determine students’ suc-

cess and teachers’ effectiveness. However, testing 

is not always the best way to do this, as intense as-

sessment forces teachers to teach in a way that will 

produce good test scores among students, leading 

them to disregard other beneficial educational out-

comes. In their article “Test Anxiety: Are Students 

Failing Tests — Or Are Tests Failing Students?” 

authors David Sadker and Karen Zittleman explain 

the negative effects of teaching to the test: 

High test scores predict high test scores, but 

not much else: not problem-solving skills, not good 

work habits, not honesty, not dependability, not 

loyalty, not any cherished virtue. Schools should 

prepare students to live purposeful and satisfying 

lives and to develop their unique interests, abili-

ties, skills, and talents. By measuring all students 

against the same yardsticks of literacy and numer-

acy, individual creativity and differences are lost or 

denigrated.

Because teachers must teach to the test to 

produce passing test scores, classes themselves are 

losing their purpose. Students are forced to take 
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assessments that cover very specific topics from 

classes that could otherwise be broad enough to 

relate to other aspects of life—something that mu-

sic education offers to students everyday—but this 

possibility is undermined by the need for schools 

to prepare their students for standardized testing. 

This lack of applicability in core classes takes the 

value out of education because students are not 

being given material that can benefit them beyond 

their years in school. It is clear that over-testing 

causes far more harm than good for students across 

the country—thus the reason why the education 

system should be changed. How, one might ask? 

By looking to music educators and how they struc-

ture their classes. 

Students face a completely different environ-

ment in the music classroom than any other. In typ-

ical core classes, two major skills are taught to stu-

dents: memorization and how to apply the lessons 

learned in class to a test. For example, in an English 

class, a student may memorize vocabulary words 

and the structure and rubric for a passing essay on 

a standardized test, but is the student taught how 

to utilize their writing skills in a real-life situation? 

Probably not. In the ideal situation, music teach-

es its students lessons that can easily be applied 

outside the classroom. Music teaches life skills 

such as confidence, collaboration, perseverance, 

creativity, focus, and dedication (“6 Life Skills 

Taught through Music”). As Charles Fowler points 

out in his article “The Case for Music Education,” 

music teaches humanity by “connecting us to those 

who came before us and to those who live beside 

us.” Fowler continues by pointing out that music 

provides students with a worldview “because 

music is an expression of the beings who create it, 

[and] reflects their thinking and values, as well as 

the social milieu in which it originated.” Even more 

importantly, Fowler asserts that “as students learn 

to be receptive to other people’s music, they may 

learn to be empathetic and compassionate toward 

these other human beings.” Studies also show 

that music training increases a person’s cognitive 

ability and increases brain matter and function 

(Schlaug et. al.). All of these benefits of music 

education—unlike other core subjects in their cur-

rent analytical state—can be utilized by students 

throughout their lives. No matter where in the 

world or what age they are, students can use the 

life skills, compassion for other human beings, and 

a holistic view of the world that they learned in 

music class. I learned extremely applicable lessons 

in the music classroom myself. For example, when 

my high school band played “Danzon Number 2,” 

we spent an entire day learning about Latin dance 

music from an expert in the field, giving us a more 

holistic view on Latin culture and the meaning of 

pieces like “Danzon Number 2” in Latin culture. 

Furthermore, I learned that the best way to be suc-

cessful in my music classes was through practice 

and perseverance, a lesson I applied to my other 

classes that required hard work and studying. In 

addition, through band, I met many diverse people 

and was able to relate to, connect with, and learn 

more about them through a common love for a hu-

man art form. The universal nature of the lessons 

learned through music is unique and should not be 

taken for granted. Furthermore, music class differs 

from other core subjects even more when looking 

at how they treat testing. 

The biggest reason that music is pushed under 

the carpet of American public education is because 
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it is not a tested class—there is no standardized 

test for music. Rather than having a standardized 

assessment for students to take, national music 

associations—such as the National Association for 

Music Educators (NAFME)—have set behavioral 

standards for the music classroom. Some of these 

include “performing on instruments, alone and 

with others, a varied repertoire of music,” “under-

standing relationships between music, the other 

arts, and disciplines outside the arts,” “under-

standing music in relation to history and culture” 

(“Archived 1994 Music Standards”), “relate musi-

cal ideas and works with varied context to deepen 

understanding,” and “synthesize and relate knowl-

edge and personal experiences to make music” 

(“2014 Music Standards”). These standards are be-

havior-based, meaning that they are very general. 

The general nature of the standards allows music 

teachers to have flexibility in what they teach (so 

that they may be as effective as possible with their 

specific group of students) while still maintain-

ing a sense of continuity with what students are 

learning across the country. It is expected that the 

class is geared towards following these standards 

and that students showcase their understanding 

through real-life application, which in most cases 

is performance of what is learned in class. Gearing 

music classes toward standards rather than tests 

has proven to be very effective for music education, 

and because there is no testing involved, music ed-

ucation creates an environment where students can 

learn and create with those around them without a 

standardized assessment hanging over their heads. 

Furthermore, in music classes, test preparation is 

not the purpose of teaching. Instead, students can 

spend their time improving their understanding 

of the craft at hand, and music teachers can focus 

on the context and skills students need not only to 

understand the craft but also to apply it beyond the 

music classroom. Such skills include a solid work 

ethic, a sense of perseverance, a capacity for un-

derstanding other cultures, and even the ability to 

relate to and understand other people. The widely 

applicable nature of the skills learned in the music 

classroom has proven to be extremely effective—it 

is the same reason why music students do so well 

in other classes. 

In a data-based society like America, remov-

ing standardized testing from schools may seem 

impossible, but with proper standards and teach-

er training, it can be done. In particular, the way 

music is taught in schools could serve as a model 

for how other classes should be structured. Class-

es should teach students life skills and real-life 

application along with the general core education, 

and classroom education should be geared to-

wards the national standards for education and 

their application to real-life scenarios, rather than 

geared towards testing. This would enable teach-

ers to teach the curriculum in a way that connects 

with the individuals in their classroom and elimi-

nates the need for standardized testing. (National 

education standards can be found on the Education 

World website (“Curriculum: National and State 

Standards”). Note that fine arts standards are listed 

under “Voluntary Standards”). Classes should not 

be geared towards scoring well on a standardized 

test, but rather on ensuring that students take 

away from the class information and skills that will 

benefit them beyond the classroom. For example, 

instead of teaching students how to write within 

the five-paragraph, three-point essay formula that 
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is specifically geared towards earning a good score 

on an AP test, the SAT, or the ACT, they should be 

taught how to write in a way that will benefit them 

beyond these common standardized tests. This 

means letting students write creatively, teaching 

students how to write academically in fields other 

than English such as science or mathematics, or 

even teaching students how to write abstracts and 

cover letters. Coming into college, I myself strug-

gled to adjust to what my professors expected from 

my writing assignments. The fact that I had only 

ever written an essay with a specific prompt and a 

specific format made it difficult for me to compose 

general essays, abstracts, and essays not following 

the standard high school MLA format, because 

they had never been discussed with me prior to 

college. To me, this is the perfect example of how 

teaching to the test can hinder students. 

Overall, if American society constructed edu-

cation so that classes were geared towards life-long 

skills rather than skills for a single test, all subjects 

would deemed equally valuable—one subject 

would not be more important than another simply 

because it has a standardized test and the other 

does not. This construction would not include raise 

the value of music education but also increase the 

quality of the education American students are 

receiving. 

When you look at the countless underappre-

ciated music classes across the country, one might 

wonder what music educators are doing wrong to 

be left in the dust so frequently. Some may blame it 

on budget cuts or a lack of time in the curriculum. 

However, what should be considered is American 

education as a whole and what it is doing wrong to 

let something as beneficial as music education slip 

through the cracks. The American public education 

system now relies so heavily on testing its students 

that it is willing to jeopardize a class that can offer 

students cultural context and life-long social skills 

just to make time for testing. This reveals a major 

issue in American education: too much emphasis 

is placed on assessment, inflicting far more harm 

than good on our students. For the benefit of 

learners across the nation, the American education 

system should shift its time and focus from testing 

students to ensuring that they have optimal time 

to learn, practice, and apply the skills they acquire, 

both in and out of the classroom. This goal could be 

achieved by looking to the system of music educa-

tion, which already utilizes applicative, meaningful 

learning so well. 
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Few citizens of this country, either in the past or in 

current times, would accuse the early Europeans of 

genocidal ideas and actions. Even today’s schol-

ars of genocide frequently debate the necessity of 

labeling a country’s actions as genocide. In history 

textbooks across the United States, early colonizers 

are most often portrayed as heroes, liberators, and 

benevolent beings to the “savages” that inhabited 

the lands. History books rarely show a true peo-

ple’s history that reflects the marginalized and 

misrepresented groups. White colonizers were 

often unprepared for the level of societal advance-

ment and sophistication of Indigenous people 

all over North America. The oppressive nature 

of the various governmental regimes, both past 

and present in Oklahoma, further strains relations 

between Indigenous people and whites. Native 

American author, historian, and activist Roxanne 

Dunbar-Ortiz is the author of the provocative In-

digenous Peoples’ History of the United States, which 

reframes U.S. history from the indigenous peoples’ 

perspective. Dunbar-Ortiz writes, “Settler colonial-

ism, as an institution or system, requires violence 

or the threat of violence to attain its goals. People 

do not hand over their land, resources, and futures 

without a fight, and that fight is met with violence. 

In employing a force necessary to accomplish its 

expansionist goals, a colonizing regime institution-

alizes violence” (Indigenous 8). White Oklahomans 

did much in the way of aggravating Native rela-

tions post-statehood and little to encourage them, 

and few would allow any change to their way of 

life as it ex exists today, even if this change would 

drastically improve Indigenous people’s quality of 

life. 

In the collective learned history of the United 

States, genocide is often referenced in terms of 

other countries’ actions, such as Nazi Germany’s 

during the Holocaust. American students are rarely 

taught the history of the marginalized, suppressed, 

and forgotten in this country, as if those who leg-

islate education are afraid to teach an alternative 

history or, better stated, an accurate history. The 

term “genocide” originated and was defined in 

the United Nations’ Genocide Convention of 1948. 

David Mayers, a political scientist and historian at 

Boston College, analyzes the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights and its relation to the UN’s Geno-

cide Convention. In his analysis, he quotes the fol-

lowing from Article II of the Genocide Convention. 

Genocide means any of the following acts 

committed with intent to destroy, in whole or 

in part, a national, ethnical, racial, or religious 

group, as such:

a. Killing members of the group; b. Causing se-

rious bodily or mental harm to members of the 

group; c. Deliberately inflicting on the group 

conditions of life calculated to bring about 

its physical destruction in whole or in part; 

d. Imposing measures intended to prevent 

births within the group; e. Forcibly transferring 

children of the group to another group. (qtd in 

Mayers 452)

Mayers writes of “Raphael Lemkin [who] was deci-

sive in formulating the Genocide Convention, then 
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in its passage by the General Assembly. He coined 

the neologism genocide” (447). Mayers provides an 

extensive background on Lemkin, a Polish Jew, de-

scribing his fight to protect against exterminations 

of human groups and his wish never to see the 

events of the Holocaust repeated. Given Lemkin’s 

tireless efforts, future scholars were able to use 

the United States’ delay (until February 1989) in 

adopting the convention to further critique the na-

tion’s commitment to the seriousness of genocide. 

In questioning America’s wavering commitment, 

Australian Holocaust historian and genocide ex-

pert Paul R. Bartrop writes, “The human cost was 

devastating and long lasting for the Native Amer-

ican populations taken over by the colonizers, 

and the injury done to their sense of identity and 

self-worth has, in many cases, yet to be healed” 

(190). The United States and Oklahoma have failed 

repeatedly to make amends for past wrong-doings. 

Mainstream Oklahomans need to become more 

involved with their own history and communities 

in an effort to pursue an understanding of Native 

suffering. They must also promote teaching an 

alternative history within all communities so that 

future generations may begin to heal the wounds 

of their ancestors. 

Furthermore, the denial of past events in Okla-

homa points to the desperate need for an alterna-

tive Oklahoma history. Perhaps with the enlight-

ening nature of this misrepresented and frequently 

hidden history, Oklahomans of all backgrounds 

will begin a healing process that enables future 

generations to stop racially categorizing each other, 

as all humans are biologically the same. Given 

the current educational climate in Oklahoma, the 

time to properly and truthfully educate citizens is 

now. Various races of Oklahomans over the years 

have shown a great ability to resist the controlling 

powers and stand up for what is true and just. 

Churchill, a Keetoowah Cherokee, writes, “…for 

my message is that there can be no absolution, no 

redemption of past crimes unless the outcomes 

are changed. So long as the aggressors’ posterity 

continue to reap the benefits of that aggression, 

the crimes are merely replicated in the present. 

In effect, the aggression remains ongoing, and in 

that, there can be no legitimacy. Not now, not ever” 

(18-19). Acknowledging the cultural, spiritual, and 

physical genocide of North America’s Indigenous 

people would have immediate and lasting impacts 

on the state of Oklahoma. Allowing Oklahomans to 

learn, understand, and accept an alternative state 

history would help people of all races understand 

multiple histories, which would impact genera-

tions to come. 

Mainstream, traditional Oklahomans are slow 

to change. They resist changing values and ideas, 

so coming to terms with the nation’s genocid-

al origins will be difficult. In fact, Oklahomans 

continue to propagate genocide by adhering to the 

idea of “blood quantum.” Therefore, it is important 

that we first define the origins of racial organiza-

tion and blood quantum in order to understand 

the continued ramifications of these notions for 

Indigenous people. In “Blood Quantum in the 21st 

Century,” Ryan W. Schmidt, a doctoral candidate in 

anthropology, writes about the origin and contin-

ued fluctuating necessity of the blood quantum 

percentage in proving Indian heritage. Schmidt 

discusses the origin of the words “identity,” “eth-

nicity,” and “heritage” from an anthropological 

perspective and states that “Race, as it was defined 
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by the English, clearly was perceived as differences 

in physical appearance (phenotypic variation) and 

had natural divisions within the human species” 

(2). These early scientists used what today we 

would call pseudoscience to make assumptions 

about a person’s blood status as it related to heri-

tage. These early scientific conclusions and fallacies 

unfortunately influenced early anthropologists, 

who made obtuse claims about their ability to 

assign a racial identity based on physical character-

istics like curly hair. Scientists’ early designations 

were essential in the Land Allotment period, when 

the U.S. attorneys sought to invalidate sales of land 

from “full-blood” individuals whom the gov-

ernment deemed “ineligible to sell” (Schmidt 3). 

Schmidt provides an in-depth history of the impor-

tance of blood status in genealogy. Dunbar-Ortiz 

says of this, “Unlike other ethnicities in the United 

States, American Indians are the only citizens who 

are subject to state-sanctioned legal definitions of 

identity, obligated to prove who they are as Indig-

enous peoples” (Indigenous 76). Later, during the 

“Reservation Period,” the U.S. government began 

to increase the use of “blood status of American In-

dians for federal benefits and federal jurisdiction” 

(Schmidt 4). 

Additionally, increased contact with Europeans 

gradually infiltrated Native ways of life, and Indig-

enous people began to abandon the metaphorical 

concept of kinship. Congress soon abandoned the 

tribes’ ability to enter into treaties with the govern-

ment and further declared that no tribe would have 

independent or nation status. During this period, 

Congress also introduced “legislative and federal 

regulation, carried out by the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs, encouraged assimilation of individual 

Indians into American society. As the bureaucracy 

increased, so did questions concerning the ‘blood’ 

status of American Indians for federal benefits or 

federal jurisdiction” (Schmidt 4). With the U.S. gov-

ernment having near complete legal control over 

the Native peoples, the Dawes Act of 1887 was 

passed, causing further trouble for the Indigenous 

people forced into foreign territory. The courts con-

tinued to rule against Natives during this allotment 

process because they were deemed “not as compe-

tent in their abilities to manage business affairs as 

defined by English law”; as a consequence, increas-

ing amounts of land were stolen from the Natives 

for white progress (Schmidt 5). 

The so-called Oklahoma “Land Runs” are 

further evidence of the United States’ complete 

disregard for a people desperately trying to carve 

out new lives after forcible removal to foreign soil. 

Native American author Jerald C. Walker speaks 

of this time, stating that “…by 1890 the majority of 

people in what is now Oklahoma were white. The 

combination of these new immigrants—invaders, 

if you will—and the federally mandated destruc-

tion of Indian forms of governance and common 

life overwhelmed the invaded Native American 

General Land Office map of Indian Territory (1885)
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peoples socially, economically, and politically” (18). 

It is clear that neither past scholars’ flawed think-

ing about race related to physical features nor past 

genocidal actions disguised as progressive legisla-

tion should have any bearing on current policies. 

They only continue to augment mainstream stereo-

types about Native Americans’ physical character-

istics, such as dark skin and hair, which actually 

have little to nothing to do with heritage.

Moreover, speaking specifically of the present 

time in relation to the blood quantum, Schmidt 

asserts that “…continued use of blood quantum as 

a way to ascribe membership in a Native American 

tribe has dire consequence…blood quantum poli-

cies are little more than genocidal” (6). He further 

states that “Congress has estimated by the year 

2080 less than 8 percent of American Indians will 

have one-half or more Indian ‘blood’ ….[T]his rais-

es several questions…how much ‘racial admixture’ 

can occur before American Indian people cease to 

be identified as a distinct people?” (6). Given this 

information, Oklahomans must ponder the conse-

quences of continuing the blood quantum require-

ments in their own state imposed by the federal 

government and ask whether these policies merely 

clarify or are the countdown to the final genocide 

of the Indigenous people. Alternative Oklaho-

mans, meaning those in pursuit of accurate, factual 

history, must pursue the facts and have an open 

dialogue on the issue of “proving one’s heritage.” 

For the sake of fairness to all races, the government 

should abolish the blood quantum and allow the 

tribes sovereignty on this subject or, conversely, en-

sure that all citizens register their heritage if “blood 

quantum” is truly a benign topic. 

Dunbar-Ortiz’s book All the Real Indians Died 

Off dispels common myths in the United States 

regarding Native Americans and encourages 

readers to ponder the federal government’s seem-

ingly genocidal policies. This book ensures that 

readers come to understand the realities of how 

difficult it is to be a Native person or claim Native 

heritage at all. In the chapter “Myth 8, The United 

States Did Not Have a Policy of Genocide,” Dun-

bar-Ortiz details the academic and governmental 

resistance to speaking truthfully about the United 

States’ past actions against the Native people. She 

defines genocide in relation to the early treatment 

of the Native Americans: “…the forcible transfer of 

children throughout the Indian boarding school era 

and the extent of transracial Indian adoption in the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries alone arguably 

count as genocide intent, even if no other criteria 

are considered” (61). Churchill speaks of this as 

well: “The express objective of the boarding school 

system was, according to the U.S. Superintendent 

of Indian Schools Richard H. Pratt, to ‘kill the Indi-

an’ in each pupil, converting them to the psycho-

logical/intellectual replications of non-Indians…. 

The broader goal, articulated repeatedly by the ad-

ministrators of U.S. assimilation policy as a whole, 

was to bring about the functional disappearance 

of indigenous societies…” (57). Referencing the 

definition of genocide above, it is apparent here in 

the actions and words of a key authority figure that 

the United States was seeking to abolish an entire 

race of people through systematic assimilation and, 

at least in part, psychological subterfuge. Acknowl-

edging these incidents that both authors write 

about is especially important in repairing Indige-

nous relations, but the current rhetoric from main-

stream Oklahomans does little to nothing to begin 
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reparations. In other words, Oklahomans must do 

a better job of teaching a true people’s history in or-

der to understand an alternative Oklahoma history 

and the generations of neglect, mistreatment, and 

murder of Native ancestors. 

Conversely, many Oklahomans consider these 

atrocities to be ancient history, and few would 

seek to uncover hidden and suppressed history. 

However, an article by Steve Inskeep, a journalist 

and host of NPR’s Morning Edition, might change 

their minds. He recounts a terrible chain of Indian 

murders in Osage Territory in the mid-1920s. The 

horrible events that took place in Northeast Okla-

homa involved white people who conspired to 

marry into the Burkhardt family and then murder 

them for their vast amounts of oil money. Inskeep 

selects lines from David Grann’s Killers of the Flower 

Moon: The Osage Murders and the Birth of the FBI, a 

book detailing the aforementioned events and the 

response from all levels of government. Inskeep 

quotes Grann, a New York Times bestselling author 

and writer for The New Yorker: “You had lawmen, 

you had prosecutors, you had the reporters who 

wouldn’t cover it. You had oilmen who wouldn’t 

speak out. You had morticians who would cov-

er up the murders when they buried the body” 

(Inskeep). Inskeep summarizes these events, which 

lasted for several years and included 24 murders 

before the Osage tribe, having exhausted local 

resources, sent a resolution beseeching the feder-

al government for assistance. Federal authorities 

botched the investigation and eventually turned it 

back over to frontier lawmen, who finally caught 

the ringleaders. This story is likely one of hun-

dreds detailing crimes of genocide against Native 

Americans in Oklahoma’s history. One can only 

imagine the frustration, terror, and helplessness 

of the Burkhardt family as well as other American 

Indians living in Oklahoma. Considering these 

events, historian and author David Tate writes, “It 

broke their spirit; it changed their pride into collec-

tive dependency…. The Indians were defeated in a 

war they didn’t start, physically removed to protect 

the completion of white settlement, and subjugated 

to the power of a government that totally defined 

their situation…. Cultural genocide cannot be re-

versed” (23). While this outlook is bleak, it cannot 

be widely applicable to all tribes. It is true that 

some tribes were completely obliterated; today, 

others continue a slow march toward annihilation. 

Certainly, in modern Oklahoma, some tribes are re-

connecting with their past and attempting to forge 

a path to a better, brighter future. The Oklahomans 

living with Indian heritage, no matter the percent-

age, should continue to safeguard the legacies of 

their ancestors by learning their own forgotten and 

suppressed histories. 

When defining the behavior of settler-colonials, 

some would label their actions not as genocidal but 

rather as “ethnic cleansing.” Gary Clayton Ander-

son, professor of American Indian and U.S. History 

at the University of Oklahoma, speaking of crimes 

against American Indians, argues that “it is now 

increasingly possible to place the issue squarely in 

the context of world historical events” (4). He states 

that “Previous historians who have attempted to 

describe the fate of Indians, sometimes claiming 

genocide, have often stretched the definition to 

include what might otherwise be considered war 

crimes” (5). 

Anderson argues that history teachers would 

be unable to link the atrocities of Nazi Germany 
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with that of American settler-colonialism. But I be-

lieve his logic here is flawed. Perhaps it is easier to 

proclaim Nazi Germany’s actions as genocidal due 

to the sheer number of witnesses, photographs, 

and films. Given the technology of the American 

settler-colonialism era, the cinematic efforts de-

ployed by the American military tend to enhance 

the drama, simply by showing the truth. One can 

further hypothesize that if advanced technology 

had been available in those years, both pre- and 

post-contact, the world would view Americans 

completely differently—and not positively. The 

abject horrors and atrocities perpetrated against 

the Native Americans remain largely lost to the 

general public because the conquerors get to write 

the history. However, as Dunbar-Ortiz writes, 

“Indigenous survival as peoples is due to centuries 

of resistance and storytelling passed through the 

generations, and I sought to demonstrate that this 

survival is dynamic, not passive. Surviving geno-

cide, by whatever means, is resistance: non-Indians 

must know this in order to more accurately under-

stand the history of the United States” (Indigenous, 

xiii). To put it briefly, Oklahomans need to lead the 

way in teaching an alternative history—the state’s 

true history. Obviously, this process would be 

complex and require most people to “unlearn” the 

settler-colonial version of history, and this resis-

tance to the mainstream image would elicit fierce 

reactions from those opposed to a more modern 

and liberal interpretation of history. However, this 

re-learning of suppressed history could inspire 

future generations to seek the right answer and not 

merely the convenient one; after all, America was 

founded on resistance.

Equally important, from an academic stand-

point, there is value in critically examining oneself. 

In fact, this is readily and heartily encouraged in 

the upper levels of academia. It should be the duty 

of every citizen to learn as much about their state 

as possible from a variety of sources. Of course, 

the journey to righteous policies and progressive 

thinking is never easy; as Dunbar-Ortiz states, “In 

the process, the continent will be radically recon-

figured, physically and psychologically. For the 

future to be realized, it will require the full sup-

port of the descendants of settlers…” (Indigenous 

235-36). Alternative Oklahomans should continue 

to resist and fight to tell their histories as countless 

others before them have done. The importance of 

acknowledging the cultural, spiritual, and physical 

genocide of North America’s Indigenous people 

would have immediate and lasting impacts on the 

state of Oklahoma. Oklahoma alone cannot heal the 

nation’s crimes, but it can certainly lead the charge 

by offering an enlightened experience through the 

study and application of alternative history, which 

is that of the misrepresented, the forgotten, and the 

erased. White Oklahomans have a unique oppor-

tunity to persuade their fellow citizens (bearing in 

mind they are living on stolen lands) to act justly 

and to fully transmute mainstream Oklahoma his-

tory into, simply stated, factual Oklahoma history.
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Audrey Heuser is a Chemical Engineering major from 

Pearland, TX who wrote this essay in Liz Locke’s “Myth 

and Hero” class.

You can’t be what you can’t see.

--Miss Representation

When I was growing up, little boys around me 

always talked about and looked up to Superman. 

They all wanted to be just like him: strong, power-

ful, courageous, heroic. The girls, however, did not 

seem to have the same interest in Superman, or su-

perheroes more generally. It was not because they 

had an issue with the concept, but rather because 

they could not see themselves in the characters. 

All the mainstream superheroes were men, and it 

was hard for the girls to imagine being a superhero 

because they struggled to picture themselves as 

someone that looked nothing like them. 

According to WomenWin.org, an organization 

dedicated to helping girls exercise their rights, 

“there is an inherent value in same-gender role 

modeling” (“Power”). Role models can be local or 

international, fictional or real. Whatever form they 

come in, strong role models for young girls are best 

when they are a “strong woman whose presence 

will resonate with the girls” (“Power”). However, 

most traditional female role models are based on 

gender norms that have persisted for centuries 

in dominant Western myths. Wendy Doniger, an 

emeritus professor at the University of Chicago 

Divinity School, defines a myth as “a story that 

is...believed to be true and that people continue 

to believe in the face of sometimes massive evi-

dence that it is, in fact, a lie” (82). Young girls often 

confront the myth that women cannot be effective 

leaders because they rarely see women in positions 

of power, whether in fiction or in real life. William 

Doty, author of Myth: A Handbook, explains that 

myths provide “models of selfhood, as well as 

models of social and political ways of existing,” 

thus emphasizing the power of both myths and 

role models (3). According to Jack Holland, author 

of Misogyny: The World’s Oldest Prejudice, Genesis 

in Judea and Pandora’s story in Greece explain that 

women’s weakness caused the fall of man. The 

power of myth carried these stories, eventually 

leading us to believe that women’s weakness is 

a burden to society. Rigid gender norms, includ-

ing the subordination of women in and out of 

the home, stem heavily from myths and a deep-

ly rooted patriarchal history that has excluded 

women from political and economic institutions. 

To fight these exclusions, we need strong female 

role models to influence young girls. Kara Danvers, 

aka Supergirl, and the women who surround her 

in the CW series Supergirl, provide girls with role 

models of various leadership styles, allowing them 

to picture themselves as and strive to be leaders 

of political and economic institutions, where their 

leadership can benefit not only women, but men 

and children as well. 

 Kara Danvers provides a strong, hard-

working role model for young girls. Kara came 

to Earth from Krypton at age thirteen with her 

baby cousin, Kal-El, otherwise known as Super-

man. However, on the way to Earth, her pod was 

knocked off course and she did not arrive until 

Kal-El had taken his role as Superman. Kara grew 

up with a human family and dreamed of becoming 

a journalist. When the series first begins in 2015, 
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Kara is working as an assistant for Cat Grant, the 

CEO of CatCo Worldwide Media, in the hope of 

one day earning a spot as a journalist at the compa-

ny. However, while Kara has the same skill set as 

Superman (flying, super speed, invincibility, etc.), 

she has not revealed herself as Supergirl. During 

the first episode, she decides she can help people 

when she saves a falling airplane. From that point 

on, Kara becomes Supergirl while continuing to 

pursue her journalism career. 

In hopes of claiming to have discovered Na-

tional City’s newest hero, Cat Grant gives Kara’s 

secret identity the name “Supergirl.” Kara pro-

tests the idea of using the word “girl” instead of 

“woman.” This offends Cat, who asks, “What do 

you think is so bad about ‘girl?’ I’m a girl and your 

boss and powerful and rich and hot and smart. 

So, if you perceive Supergirl as anything less than 

excellent, isn’t the real problem you?” (Supergirl, 

episode 1). This immediately gives female viewers 

the perception that being a girl does not make them 

weak or incompetent. Instead, it inspires girls with 

the possibility that they can be anything and that 

their gender does not have to hold them back. This 

counters much of Western culture, where being 

compared to a girl is typically derogatory. If boys 

want to offend their peers, they might comment 

that their peers “throw like a girl” to insult athletic 

ability. 

Kara proudly adopts the name Supergirl and 

quickly lives up to the expectation set by Cat. Kara 

works very hard as an assistant in hopes of become 

a journalist. At the beginning of the show, Kara is 

practically Cat’s doormat. Cat walks all over her, 

even calling her by the wrong name. One day, Kara 

becomes fed up with being disrespected. She earns 

Cat’s respect by standing up for herself, and even-

tually Cat promotes her to journalist (Supergirl, 

episodes 6 & 20). Kara’s ability respect others while 

also demanding the respect she deserves is a skill 

young girls need to have if they are to be success-

ful. Without the respect of peers or superiors, it is 

nearly impossible to be successful because no one 

will take you seriously enough to believe you want 

the success. This approach to leadership works 

well for Kara. Had she tried to mimic men’s leader-

ship style, she would have been shamed by others, 

because the same leadership traits that people use 

to label men as strong leaders are used to label 

women as bossy and overbearing. However, not all 

of Kara’s friends have the same leadership style.

Cat Grant, who advances from CEO of Cat-

Co Worldwide Media to press secretary for the 

President, provides young girls with the image of 

unbending power in leadership. She has a level 

of confidence in her abilities that girls rarely get 

the opportunity to see. Always sure of herself, 

Cat never flinches in her decision-making. She 

knows she deserves her position and refuses to let 

anyone make her believe otherwise. It is good for 

young girls to see confidence like hers. According 

to Forbes writer Jack Zenger, many women suf-

fer from “impostor syndrome,” a term coined by 

Pauline Claunce and Suzanne Imes. Women with 

impostor syndrome feel that they do not deserve 

their jobs and that someone will figure this out and 

have them removed. However, a 2003 study done 

by Cornell University found that while women un-

derestimated their abilities and performance, their 

actual abilities and performance were no differ-

ent from men’s (Zenger). Cat Grant, unlike many 

women, does not have impostor syndrome; she 
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does her job with the utmost confidence in herself 

and her abilities. By portraying a woman confident 

in her abilities on television for young girls to see, 

Supergirl provides them with a strong role model 

that will stick with them as they get older and enter 

the workforce. Not only does Cat lead in her career, 

she also steps up in times of crisis to organize using 

her media company.

In the series, Cat Grant utilizes her leader-

ship skills and her media empire for activism. In 

season two, episode 21, National City is invaded 

by Daxamites, a species of aliens. They plan to take 

over the world, beginning with National City, and 

implement their own rules and way of life, with no 

regard to how the humans feel. During the inva-

sion, people everywhere are devastated and have 

given up without a fight, when Cat makes a live 

announcement using her media company. Cat urg-

es people to fight back, telling them that while they 

might feel helpless and scared, they “have power 

… and a job to do” (Supergirl, episode 41). Her 

emphasis on the citizens’ ability to make a change 

inspires them, and they begin to resist the inva-

sion, eventually stopping it. Many parallels can 

be drawn between this moment and real life. The 

use of media as a call to action is not uncommon, 

as seen with the #AskHerMore trend, where social 

media was used to urge interviewers to ask women 

more meaningful red carpet questions. Cat Grant’s 

use of media platforms to advocate her cause epito-

mizes the fourth wave of feminism. She uses a tool 

to spread her leadership in the situation efficiently. 

People involved with online activism are usually 

members of marginalized groups who are silenced 

everywhere but online, hence the involvement of 

women in social media activism. 

Activism on social media actively translates to 

the political sphere, where people are continually 

starting new movements and women are fighting 

for roles in political leadership. Olivia Marsdin, 

the President of the United States on Supergirl, 

allows young girls to see themselves in a position 

of leadership in politics, something they rarely 

get to see in the United States in real life. The first 

time President Marsdin appears, she is getting off 

Air Force One. A crowd has formed to wait for her, 

and a young girl with admiration in her eyes at 

the front of the crowd is holding a sign declaring 

her love for the president (Supergirl, episode 23). 

Because Supergirl portrays her as a role model on 

screen, young girls will perceive her as a role mod-

el in real life, too. The more President Marsdin’s 

storyline progresses, the more we learn about her 

leadership and political skills. She is charismatic, 

humble, encouraging, and optimistic. Kara even 

asserts that everything President Marsdin says is 

quotable. Her political leadership is presented to 

young girls as unsurprising. This allows young 

girls to view President Marsdin’s job as attainable. 

By placing a political role model for young girls on 

the small screen, the series enables girls to visualize 

a future in politics if they so choose. Although, in 

real life, the United States has not had any women 

presidents for young girls to look up to, there are 

still several well-known female politicians who 

can inspire young girls. Recently, Hillary Clinton 

has been in the political spotlight for winning the 

popular vote in the 2016 presidential election. Even 

though she lost the election, she received about 3 

million more votes than Donald Trump, who won 

the presidency (Amadeo). These votes indicate that 

people view Clinton as a politician qualified for 
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the job. Moreover, her previous political accom-

plishments indicate that real-life women can have 

success in the political sphere.

Lena Luthor, another Supergirl character, is 

an excellent role model for girls who dream of 

becoming leaders in the business world. Lena is 

the adoptive sister of Lex Luthor, CEO of Luthor 

Corp. When Lex is sentenced to prison for the 

damage he did trying to take down Superman, 

Lena becomes CEO and changes the company’s 

name to L-Corp to distance it from her brother’s 

image. Unlike Lex’s antagonistic relationship with 

Superman, Lena’s relationship with Supergirl is 

friendly. Unaware that Kara is Supergirl, Lena is 

also friends with Kara. As a CEO, Lena manages to 

defy the double standard that women face when 

it comes to leadership, also known as the dou-

ble-bind dilemma. According to Catalyst, a busi-

ness advisory organization, women in leadership 

are frequently trapped in a dilemma composed of 

three predicaments. The first is that women lead-

ers are perceived as either too lenient or too tough 

(Double-Bind Dilemma). Lena manages to walk the 

line between the two, remaining a firm but un-

derstanding leader. No one on the show expresses 

displeasure with her leadership style or criticizes 

her for it. The second predicament is that women 

face higher standards than men but receive lower 

rewards (Double-Bind Dilemma). No one tells Lena 

that she is not living up to the expectations set for 

her. She is able to cope with every situation thrown 

at her, even with limited time to prepare, because 

of her genius-level intellect. The last predicament 

is that women leaders are seen either as competent 

or likable, but not both (Double-Bind Dilemma). 

Lena has no trouble being liked by people onscreen 

and off because she is so understanding. Yet no 

one questions her competency when it comes to 

Supergirl poses with Eastern Oklahoma Girl Scouts
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running L-Corp. Lena is a great influence on young 

girls because they are able to see her on screen, 

kind but still respected, competent but still lik-

able, and surpassing any standards set for her. No 

one walks over her like a doormat, nor does she 

treat others like a doormat. She manages to find a 

balance of firmness and sweetness that her brother 

Lex did not have, and that young girls can look 

to for inspiration. In real life, a woman of similar 

leadership flair is Mary Barra, the CEO of General 

Motors since 2014. General Motors has consistently 

been ranked in the top ten of the Fortune 500 list, 

both before and after Barra became CEO (Fortune), 

which indicates that the company is in excellent 

economic standing; it clearly has not been doomed 

by the “follies” of a woman leader. Both Mary and 

Lena are excellent at leading companies, as evi-

denced by Mary’s standing on the Fortune 500 list 

and Lena’s ability to remain above reproach. Their 

leadership positions make their voices more fre-

quently considered, a luxury not every woman has.

Women in leadership benefit everyone through 

their experiences and unique worldview. When 

women take positions of power, businesses and 

politicians are more likely to take their perspective 

into consideration, which benefits companies and 

politics in many ways. According to Julia Nova-

kovich, a writer for equities.com, experts say that 

where there is gender equity, there is pay equity. 

Equity is much needed in a country where “wom-

en fall dramatically behind men in pay equity very 

quickly” (Novakovich). Women in leadership roles 

are able to play a larger part in deciding the wages 

of their workers and have the ability to bridge the 

pay gap. Higher wages and more women earn-

ing wages benefit entire families, especially in a 

country where, according to the Bureau of Labor 

and Statistics, sixty percent of married women with 

children under three years old and sixty-seven 

percent of unmarried women with children under 

three years old work (Bureau). Fixing the wage 

disparity would allow these families to have more 

income and, thus, be able to support themselves 

and their children better. Furthermore, women 

in leadership positions provides more “solution 

diversity.” “Thought diversity” is “critical to a 

creative, vibrant, thriving workplace” (Novakov-

ich). More available solutions means better odds 

at choosing the best solution. “Solution diversity” 

allows companies and political offices to thrive and 

benefit, which helps companies increases profits 

and helps political offices maximize the amount of 

good they provide to constituents. Another way 

that women leaders benefit economic and political 

institutions is diversity in leadership style, which is 

illustrated by the various role models on Supergirl. 

A diversity of leadership styles increases the likeli-

hood of being led by someone who fits one’s work 

style. If the leader of a company or political insti-

tution has a leadership style that fits their employ-

ees’ work styles, their employees are more likely 

to be happy in their workplace. Having women 

in leadership positions provides more leadership 

style diversity, and thus a higher chance that their 

leadership style will match their employees’ work 

style. The more women in positions of power, the 

more the world benefits. 

Growing up, my peers and I were frequently 

asked, “Picture an engineer. What do they look 

like?” The answer changed throughout the years, 

but at its core, the answer was usually the same: 

a man. The engineers my peers were thinking of 
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were the dads of their friends—the only engineers 

they knew. But I did not share this perspective. I 

always picture a woman, because my mom is an 

engineer. With her as my role model, I decided to 

pursue a career in engineering. Because I was able 

to see myself in my mom, I was able to see myself 

as an engineer. My role model is someone I interact 

with daily, and for that, I’m lucky. However, for 

those who do not have a role model at home to 

look up to, shows like Supergirl are critical. Kara 

Danvers and her friends allow young girls to see 

themselves as successful women in political and 

economic institutions. These male-dominated insti-

tutions are in desperate need of powerful women 

leaders to benefit everyone in society through 

their largely unexplored worldview and unique 

experiences. With role models like those found 

on Supergirl, more and more girls will enter the 

spheres of these institutions and make their way to 

the top. “You can’t be what you can’t see” (qtd in 

Miss Representation) but with shows like Supergirl, 

there is nothing girls can’t be. 
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Cricket Kaya is an International Development major 

from Kingfisher, OK who wrote this essay in David 
Long’s “Immigrant America” class.

I am a hyphenated American—an Asian-Amer-

ican. The hyphenated identity differs from its 

not-so-wordy cousin, “American,” in that the 

hyphen suggests an anomaly. For the most part, 

Irish-American, German-American, Dutch-Amer-

ican, and other white ethnic groups have dropped 

the hyphen. They are simply American, no ques-

tions asked. So, why have some Americans been 

conditioned with a hyphen, while others carry 

no such burden? I argue that the same historical 

mechanisms that assigned the hyphen have mar-

ginalized hyphenated Americans and compared 

them based on assimilation—the level of transition 

one has made from one lifestyle and culture into 

another that is more normatively accepted. White 

superiority slowly allowed some minorities to 

succeed, while simultaneously conditioning them 

to lock themselves into a racial hierarchy. Asians, 

historically designated as a “model minority,” are 

pitted against other minorities, and themselves, to 

reserve power for the white majority. This theme 

seems archaic in modern politics, like exclusion or 

something out of the civil rights movement. Yet 

I see this every day at my university and across 

other institutions all over the nation.

In February of 2019, two women on my 

campus at the University of Oklahoma released 

a video in blackface. The multicultural student 

community was outraged. Following the incident, 

a series of marches and rallies punctuated a strong 

awareness amongst students, demonstrating just 

how divergent our multicultural community was 

from the rest of campus. The Black Student Associ-

ation, the Hispanic American Student Association, 

and the American Indian Student Association all 

released statements condemning the behavior and 

setting forth an agenda to prevent future incidents. 

Alone in the silence with no statement to follow, 

the Asian American Student Association faced 

criticism from their multicultural peers. When I 

asked an executive member why they chose not to 

release a statement, she wearily confided that they 

were unsure of the role of Asians within the racial 

diversity of campus. She expressed that Asians 

tend to feel more privileged than other minorities, 

in a way that they could never understand the 

same discriminatory hardship that other historical-

ly oppressed students endure. They must choose 

between solidarity or silence. The students at my 

university are not alone in this dilemma. This 

choice is echoed all over the country, even in the 

shining progressive institution of the east: Harvard 

University. 

Students for Fair Admissions, an interest 

group, is suing Harvard for discriminating against 

Asians in the new student application process. The 

case is an intricate and developing case that, as 

of the spring of 2019, is awaiting a decision from 

the Supreme Court. According to the plaintiff, 

Asian-Americans have been denied admission 

to Harvard despite their extraordinary scholastic 

achievements. They claim that Asians are discrim-

inated against for being too Asian and must prove 

their whiteness in order to be accepted. Since the 
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trial began in the fall of 2018, their accusations ap-

pear to be grounded in compelling evidence.

A double standard materializes in the per-

sonal-rating section of the application, where a 

student is interviewed by an alumnus or alumna 

and judged on qualities loosely related to academic 

potential, including leadership and sense of humor. 

Harvard has contended that they do not explicitly 

consider race while interviewing the applicant 

(Franklin). But some Harvard students have gained 

access to their admissions files and verified an er-

ratic pattern of ethnocentrism. In a podcast by This 

American Life, reporter Diane Wu interviews Alex, 

the co-president of the Chinese Students Associ-

ation and a junior at Harvard. As they review his 

file, he reveals that while race was not an explicit 

function of the interview, the alumnus’ uninten-

tional bias bled into his interview. The alumnus 

specified in the personal rating that Alex’s moth-

er is “far from the stereotypic tiger mother. His 

mom is supportive but not directive” (Wu). These 

remarks posit the stereotype of a domineering Chi-

nese mother who vigorously pushes her children 

to excel—a stereotype many Asians I know are 

familiar with. The interviewer set out to prove that 

Alex diverged from his race, exploring his identity 

in hopes of showing that he deviated from the Chi-

nese norm.*  According to Harvard, Asians “consis-

tently draw lower personal ratings than applicants 

of other races” (Franklin). The problem here is ap-

parent: Racial bias exists specifically against Asians 

because their cultural traits stray from the typical 

bubbly and extroverted Harvard graduate.

* It is apparent in the podcast that the alumnus worked 

very hard to give Alex an acceptance to Harvard. However, the 

alumni felt the need to try to prove that Alex was not stereotypi-

cally Chinese. 

This situation registers a kind of xenophobia, 

but an even more prominent prejudice has wormed 

its way into this case. Plaintiffs, while rightfully 

outraged, accuse affirmative action as the source 

of inequality. The prominent voice of dissent, 

Students for Fair Admissions, is represented by 

Edward Blum, a conservative legal strategist noto-

rious for representing cases with a specific intent to 

do away with affirmative action. Previously, Blum 

represented white students who claimed they were 

rejected by schools on the basis of race and has 

arranged over two dozen lawsuits that target affir-

mative action. As of 2019, with the help of Blum, 

the organization has turned its efforts towards 

social commentary. The celebrity SAT scandal, in 

which the FBI charged numerous wealthy parents 

for bribing colleges and standardized test coaches, 

unfolded at the perfect time to further exasperate 

Asian applicants. The Students for Fair Admissions 

website freely links information about the scan-

dal alongside research about the Asian culture of 

success and support for the Trump administration 

(“Students”). Now, working alongside this evi-

dence and an organization of empowered Asian 

plaintiffs, Edward Blum has a new vehicle for his 

agenda. 

Putting an end to affirmative action would dis-

advantage minorities. It could potentially close off 

diversity in admissions and drastically reduce the 

number of other minorities on campus (Lockhart). 

The Harvard case and emerging dialogue resurrect 

decades of racial history. Ethnocentrism persists in 

a long-held American dispensation of power, and 

events of today prove that little has changed to 

erase ethnic bias.

To shed light on these biases, a brief founda-
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tion on Asian heritage in the American timeline 

can help explain our current issues surrounding 

Asian identity. With a concentration on three core 

issues of the Harvard case—the establishment of 

the Asian archetype, minority vs. minority mental-

ity, and the resulting detriment to Asian participa-

tion in society—I will attempt to hold our history 

accountable for the damage it has done. 

The Asian Archetype: 

Where Did It Come From?

Immigrant-American history tells us how 

deeply the Asian stereotype is embedded in our 

culture. In 1924, the Asian Exclusion Act banned all 

Asian immigrants from migrating. It was during 

this period that my great-grandmother Mitsuye 

(Shirakawa) Iwamoto immigrated to the U.S. After 

the untimely death of her American-born older 

sister, Mitsuye took the opportunity to enter the 

country “legally” by assuming her deceased sis-

ter’s identity. Daringly extravagant in her willing-

ness to risk everything for a better life, she—like 

other Issei†—was steadfast and undercover in her 

methods. Her strife was only to be a whisper: a 

mere anecdote to a success story that was rarely 

expressed to my father’s generation. Their silence 

was necessary for them to endure U.S. geopolitics 

at the time, but they also had cultural values to 

back them up. The Japanese brought virtues that 

are close to home for me and my family: gaman, 

meaning to endure the unbearable with patience 

and dignity; giri, meaning duty and obligation; and 

enryo, meaning to restrain speech or actions. They 

were the quiet generation, and their story always 

seemed to neglect any form of imposed cruelty. 

†”Issei” refers to the first generation of Japanese immigrants, 
followed by Nisei, Sansei and Yonsei. 

However, due to their careful secrecy, they tended 

to leave out a very crucial chapter: internment.

The decision to incarcerate Japanese Americans 

did not come about suddenly. The surprise attack 

on Pearl Harbor by the Japanese military simply 

heightened pre-internment anti-Japanese sentiment 

that called for sending the so-called “Japs” away. 

The Munson Report, commissioned by President 

Roosevelt, appeared a month before the Pearl Har-

bor attack. It concluded: 

There will probably be some sabotage by paid 

Japanese agents and the odd fanatical Jap, but 

the bulk of these people will be quiet because, 

in addition to being quite contented with the 

American Way of life, they know they are “in a 

spot.”

Despite this conclusion, white Americans 

had seen the successes of Japanese immigrants, 

and envy for land and jobs often lay behind their 

alleged fears of spies and disloyalty (Spickard 

106). Issued by Roosevelt, Executive Order 9066 

was mandated in 1942 to officially detain Japa-

nese Americans in military camps (Spickard 107). 

Despite a few rebellious voices, the majority of 

Japanese Americans acquiesced. The Japanese 

American Citizenship League (JACL)—the last 

Japanese-American institution to exist after the first 

wave of incarcerations—is largely responsible for 

the near-total passivity of the Japanese American 

population’s cooperation with the relocation effort. 

They embraced internment as an opportunity to 

validate their loyalty to the United States (Spickard 

110). James Sakamoto, a Nisei Japanese American 

writer, compared Americanization to lowering an 

anchor. He urged the Japanese to become civically 

engaged and to foster the truest American iden-
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tity (Takaki 222). Likewise, the JACL and those 

interned were determined to lower the anchor into 

the sea of assimilation.  

The Japanese sought equality by fabricating 

their identity and refusing to display a personality 

that might hurt their reputation. According to tes-

timonies that I elicited from relatives, as well as lit-

erary accounts, conditions in the internment camps 

were not ideal: living quarters were unsanitary and 

cramped, medical care was minimal, and food was 

unappetizing (Spickard 116). Nevertheless, most 

outsiders had no knowledge of the suffering that 

took place behind the barbed wire; the Japanese 

Americans themselves did not want to be viewed 

as victims. Japanese American culture, like that of 

many other Asian ethnic groups, values saving face, 

which means avoiding public humiliation in order 

to maintain respect (Iwamoto and Liu 79). Japanese 

Americans wanted to be perceived as equals so 

urgently that they were willing to cooperate even 

in the state-sponsored effort to misrepresent their 

plight. The War Relocation Authority, which was a 

responsible for organizing internment, hired Dor-

othea Lange and Ansel Adams to photograph the 

camps. They did not record anguish and heartache; 

rather, they distributed photos of happiness and 

assimilability because, ironically, the U.S. govern-

ment itself needed to save face (Spickard 124). The 

interned civilians went along with the publicity 

campaign because they needed to put the best face 

on their traumatic situation. This explains why my 

Batchan (grandmother), her siblings, and the rest of 

the Nisei generation, whose values were similar to 

those of their Issei parents, were stoical about in-

ternment, and why they later said little or nothing 

about their experience in camp to their post-war 

children and grandchildren (Spickard 141). Saving 

face for them meant conforming their identity to an 

oppressive norm and walking in step with it. 

Yet this identity was strictly all-American. 

In the fallout from internment, JACL combated 

stigmatizing stereotypes with stereotypes from 

within the Asian community in order to press 

themselves into the American mold (Wu 79). The 

JACL urged the government to recruit Japanese 

Americans to join the military in hopes that they 

would form trusting relationships with Americans. 

Asian American scholar Ellen Wu regards the birth 

of the Nisei soldier as “the JACL’s brainchild” and 

“an intentionally crafted archetype of Japanese 

American manhood that foregrounded the notion 

of martial patriotism—unwavering loyalty to the 

United States demonstrated through the sacrifice of 

military service” (Wu 73). 

Asian Americans have made themselves sus-

ceptible to molding, turning themselves into the 

model minority that American society so desper-

ately wanted them to be. This archetype persisted 

into future generations and can partly explain why 

Asians are categorized according to certain per-

sonality traits. They are seen as enduring, proud, 

passive, and calm. Today, this defense mechanism 

has turned into a harmful stereotype that pigeon-

holes Asians into a single, mundane identity. Ef-

forts to conform were effective in a crucial phase of 

Japanese American history, and as a result, Asians 

became the model minority.

Minority vs. Minority

Escaping from recession and seeking oppor-

tunity, the Chinese were the first to venture to the 

States. In the 19th century, American capitalists 
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utilized Chinese immigration to grow their indus-

tries. Yet, to their disappointment, the Chinese were 

fully capable of congregating and demanding higher 

wages. So the government passed The Chinese 

Exclusion Act of 1882, which ended Chinese labor 

and excluded them from citizenship, reminding the 

Chinese that they were merely a cog in the American 

machine. Industries brought over other Asiatic eth-

nic groups to replace the Chinese, prevent rebellion, 

and sustain exploitation. The Chinese were followed 

by Japanese immigrants and then Filipinos, Koreans, 

and other Asians. American capitalists employed 

diversity only with the intent to divide minorities 

and utilized methods of praise as a way to foster 

alienation (Takaki, 25). The motivation to turn a 

greater profit consistently incited division between 

immigrant groups.

Much later, internment opened up opportunities 

for the Chinese to excel in American culture under 

the premise that they were essentially different and 

measurably better than the Japanese. They were 

given a chance to succeed at the expense of the 

reputations of Japanese Americans, allowing Amer-

icans to build trusted relations with some people 

of Asian descent while vilifying others. After the 

United States and the Republic of China declared 

war on Japan, Time published a guide on how to 

distinguish between your friends and the “Japs.” 

The article gives a disdainful characterization of 

both groups by colloquially describing the Japa-

nese with unfavorable physical appearance and 

antisocial tendencies. The Chinese didn’t receive 

much praise either, just enough to appoint them 

as slightly superior (Takaki 370). Only ethnocen-

tric self-interest, inflamed by 

wartime xenophobia, and the 

geopolitics of global war can 

explain such hostile racism. 

The majority has worked 

to divide specific Asian ethnic 

groups against themselves. 

Most famously, the Japanese 

community was torn apart 

near the end of internment, 

when the War Relocation 

Authority, supported by the 

Army-ready JACL, mandated 

a “loyalty questionnaire” that 

included two controversial 

questions:

#27: Are you willing to serve in the armed 

forces of the United States on combat duty, 

wherever ordered?

#28: Will you swear unqualified allegiance to 

the United States of America and faithfully de-

fend the United States from any or all attack by 

Kaya family photograph #1
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foreign or domestic forces, and forswear any 

form of allegiance or obedience to the Japanese 

emperor, or other foreign government, power 

or organization?

The second question was confusing because it 

implied that the person taking the questionnaire 

previously had some form of allegiance to Japan, 

and some respondents answered “no” out of spite 

or of confusion. The disorientation surrounding the 

peculiar language in the questionnaire resulted in 

many “no” answers, and soon those who answered 

“no” were segregated within the camps and forced 

away from their families (Spickard 128). The ques-

tionnaire was worded in a way that unintentionally 

split the Japanese and their social connections from 

within the community, demonstrating the split of 

the Asian relationships down to a single group. 

Such momentous divisions have torn Asians 

further away from solidarity with other minorities 

and each another. Combined with a toxic arche-

type, Asians are put on a pedestal of perceived 

privilege that cultivates an indifference towards 

discrimination. They are often set aside from cur-

rent issues that deserve their input.   

Left Out of the Loop

Asians are seen as the model minority for en-

gendering white-American characteristics without 

being white. This puts them in an awkward posi-

tion in racial politics. Many Asians I know accept 

stereotypes and keep silent during conversations 

about race. Model minority status was controlled 

by majority white society with the intention to 

define Asians as specifically not black and nev-

er white. This construction regards white as an 

ideal and disregards other minorities as relatively 

deplorable (Wu 242). This narrative helps keep the 

white majority in uncontested power. I have expe-

rienced the model minority stereotype many times 

throughout my life. People assume my parents are 

“doing well,” my grades are good, or my privilege 

is equal to that of the white majority. But I have 

learned that, regardless of how fortunate any one 

Asian is, the success of the Asian racial group as a 

whole is perceived to be greater than it really is.

Despite perceived success, Asian Americans 

are concentrated on the west and east coasts where 

the cost of living is exponentially higher. Asian 

American families also have higher concentrations 

of workers per family: The average white family 

has one to two workers, whereas Asian American 

families average two to three (Takaki 475). Asians 

are also less likely to be civically engaged. They are 

the fastest growing racial minority in the United 

States and will make up one-tenth of all voters by 

2044 (Kim). Yet Asians consistently have the lowest 

voter turnout (Krogstad 6), and after the 2016 elec-

tion, over 70% of Asians reported not being con-

tacted at all by political campaigns (Ramakrishnan 

et al. 33), even though they comprised the winning 

margins in many states (Kandil 1). In her article for 

the Pacific Standard, Caitlin Kim claims that Asian 

Americans’ lack of political participation results 

from the stoic model minority identity. Campaigns 

don’t reach out because they hold this assumption, 

and therefore Asians are not inclined to be civically 

engaged. Kim mentions that this could be caused 

by language barriers. Compared to other racial 

groups, more Asians speak a language other than 

English at home (Ramakrishnan and Ahmed 2). 

Despite passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, 

ballots in languages other than English frequently 
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are unavailable (Kim). Discussions surrounding 

immigration policy also often leave out Asian-spe-

cific conflicts, even though Southeast Asian refu-

gees who were forcefully displaced by war in their 

home countries are three times as likely as other 

refugees to be deported due to an old criminal 

conviction (“Immigration”). Tactics like these from 

the white majority have silenced Asians who might 

otherwise dispute this treatment.  

Today’s Legacy

The Harvard case spotlights how past preju-

dices are alive in contemporary American culture. 

Ethnocentrism has proven persistent in investi-

gations so far. The composite archetype portrays 

Asian Americans as quiet, enduring, and smart. 

This may seem positive, but it fails to set Asian stu-

dents apart in an application process that relies on 

preconceptions, and it leads them to try to diverge 

again from their race and heritage and act more 

“white.” Fueled by generational assumptions, so-

ciety construes their pursuits into a single identity 

their fellow Asian peers. Students’ applications be-

come static and bland due to internalized iterations 

of the extravagantly achieving Asian.

The death of affirmative action would again pit 

minorities against other minorities, nudging them 

to battle over who will assimilate most effectively, 

leaving the majority to watch from afar and reap 

the benefits of controversy. Asians are also left in 

dispute with one another, as most of those who op-

pose affirmative action are Chinese (Survey). The 

Chinese are clearly outnumbered by affirmative 

action support from other Asians. Yet the Asian de-

mographic contains many sub-minorities that are 

left out of the loop. Asian groups that are not often 

associated as “stereotypic” Asian, such as Indians 

or peoples from South East Asia—Laotians, Cam-

bodians, Burmese, Filipinos, and Nepalese—may 

require extra help to get to the same starting line 

as other Asians. The Asian demographic includes 

the greatest income disparity among sub-minority 

groups (“Income”). For this reason, abandoning 

affirmative action would leave millions behind. 

Students for Fair Admissions hopes to end discrim-

ination, but the group is penalizing other minori-

ties through its methods to attain equality. This 

strategy destroys the group’s solidarity with other 

minorities, Asian or not. 

Asians need not be less “Asian” to be suc-

cessful, and it should not be a goal to defy one’s 

arbitrary racial characteristics in order to pass a 

personality test. It seems that Harvard is looking 

for a certain type of person, the excitable and ex-

troverted student rather than the “typical Asian.” 

However, as the case progresses and the spotlight 

grows brighter, changes are in the making. Recent-

ly, Harvard adjusted its alumni interview instruc-

tions to emphasize looking for “characteristics not 

always synonymous with extroversion” in order to 

recruit a more diverse kind of student (Franklin). 

Who is to say that personal charisma is a valid 

predictor of future success? The world definitely 

needs giri, gaman, enryo, and the values they instill. 

Allowing this kind of personality to flourish could 

encourage Asians, who are conditioned to a certain 

archetype, to pursue goals that defeat the assump-

tion that Asians all follow a similar disposition 

handbook. 
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and the Sacred” class.

The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution 

states: “Congress shall make no law respecting an 

establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

exercise thereof.” In light of this foundational right 

of religious freedom, why does religious persecu-

tion persist in modern America? When President 

Donald Trump enacted his controversial travel ban 

in 2017, many Americans voiced concern that six 

of the eight excluded countries were Muslim-ma-

jority and that the ban targeted Muslims. Support-

ers of the ban cited concerns of “radical Islamic 

terrorism,” although no individuals from the list 

of countries included in the ban were involved in 

major U.S. terrorist events such as the 9/11 attacks 

(Zurcher). This example illustrates how America’s 

current political leaders are using policy to stigma-

tize an entire religion based on the actions of a se-

lect few. Even more insidious, the Republican Party 

and the conservative interest groups that heavily 

drive their policy decisions gain power when they 

promote the persecution of Muslims.

Similar dynamics were at play in medieval 

Spain, when Jews, Christians, and Muslims were 

vying for power and living under each other’s 

rule. Examining how these three groups enforced 

boundaries upon one another sheds new light on 

the intersection of religion and political power, 

both historically and today. I argue that the motiva-

tions for the boundaries established in Spain in the 

late Middle Ages were not purely political, but also 

religious; this is why religious minorities became 

the victims of persecution. Even though Christians 

and Muslims obtained power in this region at dif-

fering times, both groups used the same methods 

and rhetoric for religious persecution.

From the 8th century to the 15th century, Mus-

lims, Jews, and Christians peacefully coexisted in 

a time that scholars have called Convivencia (Wolf). 

However, scholars disagree on the extent of this 

peace. Primary documents from the 11th century, 

when Muslims controlled much of southern Spain, 

suggest that relations between religious groups 

were strained. Although each religion respected the 

others’ practices, the Muslim state enforced cul-

tural norms and legal policies that established the 

Jews and Christians as lesser in status. Other doc-

uments from Spain in the 14th and 15th centuries, 

when Christians gained control of the state, show 

similar discrimination against Jews and Muslims. 

What was the purpose of these boundaries? R. I. 

Moore, a researcher who specializes in religious 

persecution in the Middle Ages, believes a tran-

sition took place during this period to a new and 

potentially dangerous justice system.

Prior to this change, communities policed 

themselves and reserved punishment for individ-

uals who directly harmed others. They would be 

charged and ordered to make appropriate resti-

tution to the victim. Retributive justice, however, 

emerged when the justice system was transferred 

into the hands of the state. The state began actively 

seeking out and punishing crimes of abstraction, 

or infractions against the state, rulers, or the social 

order (Moore 110). In practice, this new system 

allowed the state to persecute minority religious 
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groups. Retributive justice had real consequences 

for individuals, who could now be targeted for 

their identities rather than their actions. 

According to Moore, retributive justice is a 

direct result of “pollution fear.” He borrows this 

definition from Mary Douglas, a British anthropol-

ogist who defined the concept of “dirt” to mean 

disorder rather than filth (2). Pollution in society 

is anything that either appears out of order or 

threatens the current social order. Moore expands: 

“Pollution fear… is the fear that the privileged feel 

of those at whose expense their privilege is en-

joyed” (101). According to this view, the elite must 

be hyper-aware that the status of inferior groups 

may not match their actual value in society. To 

prevent those with lower status from realizing this 

power discrepancy, the elite reinforce social bound-

aries using the language of dirt and pollution. The 

potential violation of boundaries threatens the 

delicate balance of power, which is why pollution 

fear is so potent. People fear social change.

Moore theorizes that the transition to retribu-

tive justice was motivated by political and econom-

ic factors among the elite, as opposed to religious 

affiliation. He proposes that people were persecut-

ed in the 13th century not for being heretics, but 

rather because they were political minorities. He 

believes that scholars have accepted “historically 

unfounded” explanations based on fundamental 

assumptions about religion and European society 

(Moore 4). He details how the elite used pollution 

fear in targeting minorities to reinforce political 

boundaries and maintain their power. The English 

and French documents Moore references indeed 

present purely political motivations for this new 

persecution. However, documents from Spain in 

the late Middle Ages reveal that Moore overlooked 

strong religious motivations. He correctly identi-

fied the political element of power, but he wrongly 

ignores that the power struggle was drawn along 

religious lines.

The diverse religious population of Spain 

during Convivencia provides a different perspec-

tive when examining the rationale for retributive 

justice. In addition to specifically targeting reli-

gious minorities, the state transformed traditional 

pollution rhetoric by implementing the language 

of evil, rather than just dirt. Through inclusion of 

good and evil, those in power combined pollution 

rhetoric with religious logic to re-establish existing 

boundaries. The elite needed to protect the puri-

ty of their community at all costs. Their subjects’ 

potential conversion to minority religions was 

an ever-looming threat to their power. Therefore, 

they enacted retributive justice against religious 

minorities by using pollution fear rhetoric, strongly 

motivated by the fear of conversion. 

Until the 12th century, Muslim Spain was sig-

nificantly more urbanized than the Christian north. 

Cities such as Seville were centers of population, 

learning, and commerce. Despite the religious tol-

erance of Convivencia, retributive justice influenced 

market regulations in 12th- century Seville, as the 

following passage demonstrates. “A Muslim must 

not massage a Jew or a Christian nor throw away 

his refuse nor clean his latrines,” a judge wrote in 

the handbook for proper conduct in the market-

place. The handbook continues, “The Jew and the 

Christian are better fitted for such trades, since 

they are the trades of those who are vile” (Consta-

ble 178). Through vivid language such as “vile” 

and the implicit suggestion of a lower ranking in 
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society, Muslim leaders are establishing Jews and 

Christians as dirty. In detailing the market inspec-

tor’s responsibilities, the document states, “[Jews 

and Christians] should not be greeted with… 

‘Peace be with you,’ for the devil has gained mas-

tery over them and has made them forget the name 

of God. They are the devil’s party” (Constable 179). 

Though no words here are synonyms for “dirt,” 

the implications are clear: by identifying minori-

ty religions with the devil, the document implies 

that individuals of those religions are disruptive 

to the social order. In other words, they are dirty. 

The elite are enforcing social separation by forbid-

ding the customary greeting, thereby preventing 

interactions between the groups and potential 

conversions to these “dirty” religions. Likewise, 

the elite justify this separation and claim of evil by 

connecting their statement to the Qur’an: “They 

are the devil’s party, ‘and indeed the devil’s party 

are losers’ [Qur’an 57:22]” (Constable 179). By 

using their religious texts to justify their claim that 

Jews and Christians are “losers,” the Muslim elite 

reinforce the authority of their cultural norms and 

laws. Citizens must adhere to them, or else face the 

same exclusion.

As Christians rose to political power, Muslims 

in Spain joined Jews as a religious minority. Moore 

theorizes that instances of pollution fear in the late 

Middle Ages were politically motivated, but the 

following legal document shows the heightened 

conversion fear among Christian elite. According 

to an early 14th-century law concerning Jews in 

Castile, “Where a Christian is so unfortunate as 

to become a Jew, we order that he shall be put to 

death just as he had become a heretic” (Consta-

ble 271). This passage establishes heretics as the 

pollution: the cause of the disorder. It also demon-

strates the severity of the crime of conversion in the 

state’s eyes; the interconnectedness of religion and 

persecution is undeniable. Although the motiva-

tion is also political, the boundaries and language 

are rooted in the fear of conversion. Converting 

to a different religion is a victimless crime—or, as 

Moore defined it, an offense of abstraction—but 

the intimidating presence of minority religions 

reduces the state’s ability to maintain clear bound-

aries (110). The threat to power demanded severe 

punishment.

Once pollution fear takes root, retributive 

justice is the next logical step to ensure that the 

“dirty” minorities cannot disrupt the social order. 

The elite used retributive justice in the late Middle 

Ages to maintain boundaries and secure the power 

of the state. Punishment for crimes of abstraction 

was not reserved solely for individuals; the state 

also inflicted retributive justice upon whole groups. 

Ruling parties condemned minority communi-

ties in cases of guilt by association (Moore 109). 

Edward Peters, the editor of a document regard-

ing the expulsion of Jews in 1492, writes in his 

foreword: “Every organization whose members 

committed criminal acts were dissolved from the 

kingdom, regardless of the innocence of some of its 

members” (emphasis added) (Constable 352). Before 

retributive justice can be enforced on a large scale, 

individual group members must commit a crime or 

disrupt the social order.

For example, a document from 1491 shows 

the Christian state’s use of retributive justice both 

to punish an individual and to target an entire 

group. The document recounts that Christians and 

Muslims were celebrating Corpus Christi Day—a 
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religious festival worshipping the body of Christ—

side-by-side peacefully. This peace halted abruptly 

when a Muslim man killed his half-brother in a 

family dispute during the festival, which led to “a 

great disturbance… in the city” (Constable 339). 

The man was tried in a Christian court and giv-

en a considerable punishment, including a large 

fine and banishment from Valencia. The editor 

of this document notes that one factor the bailiff 

considered during the trial was that “an infidel on 

a day… in honor and reverence of the holy body 

of our Lord Redeemer Jesus Christ… [committed 

the murder] in such disregard of the said holiday” 

(Constable 340). Not only did the murder interfere 

with the festival, but it interfered with the pro-

ceedings of this highly-revered religious practice 

in Christianity. The abstraction violated here is in 

the name of the festival: Corpus Christi, the body 

of Christ. The body of Christ is a strong analogy for 

the unity of the Christian community—the same 

unity that the minority populations threaten. The 

text continues, “[He committed this crime] with 

commotion, disturbance, and danger of scandal in the 

present city” (emphasis added) (Constable 340). 

Although a murder was committed, the Christian 

court believed the true crime to be an outsider dis-

rupting their sacred holiday, creating disorder. 

Immediately following the murder, the peace 

between the two groups was shattered as “all the 

[Christian] people moved to take arms against the 

Muslims” (Constable 339). Despite the fact that 

only one Muslim had committed a crime, Chris-

tians quickly vilified the entire group as criminals 

in a clear demonstration of attempted retributive 

justice on a large scale. Officials at the festival 

were able to contain the incensed attendees before 

a massacre occurred. While there may have been 

political motivators, the social divide was between 

two religions over the disturbance of a religious 

holiday. Religious tension between these groups 

was a direct cause of this documented animosity 

that almost bled into violence, reinforcing the rela-

tionship between religion and retributive justice.

 The fear of conversion and pollution in Europe 

culminated in Castile in 1492. Lord Ferdinand and 

Lady Isabella issued an edict expelling all Jews 

from their kingdom, claiming that the Jews were 

“steal[ing] faithful Christians from our holy Cath-

olic faith” (emphasis added) (Constable 353). This 

statement sent a strong message: either you’re with 

us, in our faith, or you’re against us and you no 

longer belong here. By discouraging more conver-

sions through both expulsion of the “offenders” 

and implying possible expulsion for other religious 

minorities, Lord Ferdinand and Lady Isabella drew 

a firm boundary and successfully reasserted their 

power.

Lord Ferdinand and Lady Isabella justified 

this expulsion to their subjects through the lan-

guage of retributive justice. They wrote in their 

edict, “Whenever any grave and detestable crime 

Jerusalem
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is committed by members of any organization or 

corporation, it is reasonable that… the corporation 

should be dissolved and annihilated” (emphasis add-

ed). They also used the language of pollution fear: 

“Those who perturb the good and honest life of 

cities and towns and by contagion can injure others 

should be expelled” (Constable 354-355). The use 

of the word “contagion” represents the Jews as a 

disease to be cleansed from their society, lest they 

spread as a cancer attacking the unity of their sub-

jects. The expulsion of the Jews marked the end of 

Convivencia. Minority religions were no longer tol-

erated; members of those communities were forced 

to either convert, leave, or face possible death. 

Moore’s analysis linking pollution fear to 

retributive justice provides a helpful lens for 

examining religious persecution in the late Middle 

Ages. However, primary documents demonstrate 

that pollution fear was influenced by the perva-

sive fear of conversion, which led to widespread 

persecution justified by a divine sanction. In the 

eyes of the state, religion was the most important 

source of order, and those who threatened disorder 

must face consequences. Understanding Moore’s 

thesis is vital for examining retributive justice in 

the modern world. Policies such as Trump’s travel 

ban categorize Islam as a crime of abstraction and 

its adherents as representatives of a dangerous, 

violent ideology. Just as 15th-century Muslims 

were blamed by Christians for one individual’s 

actions on Corpus Christi Day, Muslims in America 

today are socially condemned as guilty by associa-

tion. The enforcement of social boundaries through 

retributive justice has a tangible effect on minority 

groups: in 2016, anti-Muslim assaults reached a 

new modern peak, surpassing numbers in 2001 

following the 9/11 attacks (Pew Research Cen-

ter). Understanding how pollution fear, combined 

with religious motives, was historically utilized to 

maintain boundaries both informs of its dangers 

and enables modern society to take preventative 

measures. Religion and its rhetoric of evil are influ-

ential factors in retributive justice even today, but 

minorities are fighting these imposed boundaries: 

they refuse to be seen as pollution.
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On the first page of the 25th-anniversary edition of 

Paulo Coelho’s The Alchemist, critics from around 

the globe rave over the novel’s universal appeal. 

Well-known author  Anthony Robbins writes: 

A remarkable tale about the most magical of 

all journeys; the quest to fulfill one’s destiny. 

I recommend The Alchemist to anyone who is 

passionately committed to claiming the life of 

their dreams—today. (qtd in Coelho; emphasis 

mine) 

Indeed, Brazilian author Paulo Coelho’s 1988 novel 

is a thrilling tale of a shepherd boy who must 

follow the signs of the universe to discover his 

“personal legend,” Coelho’s term for the spiritual 

journey of self-realization. The novel, which reads 

more like a fable or parable, gained international 

attention for its message that finding one’s true 

purpose through a physical and spiritual journey 

is the path to happiness. Drawing from Jewish, Is-

lamic, Christian, and mystical traditions, Coelho’s 

book appears to be a gold mine for anyone seeking 

spiritual fulfillment. Its broad success—including 

more than 300 weeks atop the New York Times best-

seller list and translations into more than 80 differ-

ent languages—indicates that Coelho has found a 

way to invite the entire globe into a quest to find a 

true sense of purpose (Coelho, The Alchemist viii). 

And yet, a more careful reading of the novel 

suggests that not everyone gets to follow their 

dreams to new lands filled with unlimited poten-

tial. On the surface, The Alchemist appears to be a 

novel about the universal quest for fulfillment, but 

the blatant sexism displayed in Coelho’s female 

characterizations endorses the traditional narrative 

that women must stay behind and watch their male 

counterparts pursue their journey for spiritual 

fulfillment. 

The story begins as Santiago, the young pro-

tagonist, first leaves his stable home because of an 

unquenchable spirit of adventure pulsing through 

his heart. Santiago, with his father’s encourage-

ment and financial support, begins a nomadic life 

as a shepherd, exploring the fields of Andalusia 

and following the stars for guidance. Just as Santi-

ago muses about leaving the fields to settle down 

and marry a merchant’s daughter, Melchizedek, 

the King of Salem, intervenes. He sets Santiago on 

a new journey, “his personal legend,” to find an 

invaluable treasure. Armed with new knowledge 

about “the Soul of the World” and “the omens,” 

Santiago travels from Spain to Africa, caravans 

through the desert, and ultimately meets the famed 

alchemist who helps him realize his true purpose. 

Santiago eventually finds his treasure back in 

Andalusia where he came from. He learns that the 

gift is the journey, the willingness to embrace life 

(although the chest of jewels didn’t hurt either). 

The book concludes with Santiago making plans 

to return to the desert oasis to marry the beautiful 

Fatima, his “twin soul” (Coelho, The Alchemist, 96). 

The novel prompts readers to ask themselves 

whether leaving everything and everyone behind 

to find one’s true purpose is an essential part of liv-

ing a good life or an act of utter selfishness. What 

if everyone always followed the whims of their 
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heart? Parents could freely walk out on their chil-

dren. Spouses could eagerly leave one another. Pol-

iticians might stop pretending to seek the good of 

their constituents, and societies would struggle to 

find sustainable foundations. Yes, everyone could 

chase their dreams, but at what cost? And if, in this 

hypothetical dream-chasing universe, not everyone 

gets the chance to chase their dreams because there 

needs to be some sort of stability, who gets to leave 

everything and go on the adventure? For Coelho, 

the answer to this question is highly gendered: 

men. Even the alchemist, the central wisdom-giver 

in the fable, echoes this sexist response when he 

says, “Anyone who interferes with the personal 

legend of another thing will never discover his 

own” (Coelho, The Alchemist, 142, emphasis mine). 

The alchemist’s words embody the main implica-

tion of the book: the personal quest is essentially 

masculine. And who needs to stay behind keep the 

world stable and running?

Women. 

Hidden in the midst of Coelho’s complex male 

characterizations are the women who serve as 

simple plot markers, stable and predictable. In the 

entire 171-page novel, he only gives three women 

relevant roles—the merchant’s daughter, the gypsy, 

and Fatima. Each functions as a complement to a 

male-driven society, which encourages Santiago to 

pursue his personal legend while never promoting 

a corresponding female journey. Coelho’s female 

characters adhere to the common literary tropes of 

the princess and the witch. The merchant’s daugh-

ter and Fatima are pure and beautiful, portrayed 

only in relation to men as daughters and lovers. 

The gypsy, although independent, follows the 

archetype of the witch: untrustworthy and cynical. 

These women exhibit traditional gender stereo-

types—physical beauty, simple-mindedness, and 

passivity. 

Coelho first introduces the merchant’s daugh-

ter. She catches Santiago’s attention, for she is 

the first girl to give him “the desire to be in one 

place forever” (Coelho, The Alchemist, 8). Santiago 

dreams about her bright eyes and dark flowing hair 

for an entire year. As he wanders with his sheep, he 

recalls telling stories to her and watching her eyes 

grow wide with wonder. He prepares for his next 

visit with her, choosing to tell excerpts from books 

as if they were his own story as “she would never 

know the difference, because she didn’t know 

how to read” (19). Coelho does not frame the girl’s 

illiteracy in a negative light but rather as a positive 

opportunity for Santiago to take advantage of her. 

This exploitation portrays deceitful behaviors as if 

they are positive aspects of romance. After Santia-

go meets Melchizedek and decides that he wants 

to pursue his personal legend instead of returning 

to the village to see the merchant’s daughter, he 

imagines her marrying someone stable and dull, 

perhaps the town baker. Coelho’s tone suggests 

that this negatively affects her life, as if Santiago’s 

love is her ultimate prize. Coelho portrays the 

merchant’s daughter as a stereotypical female—

physically attractive, enamored by the stories of 

men to make up for her own less-than-exciting 

life, and likely to make the safe choice of marriage 

and stability instead of chasing her own personal 

legend. She functions merely as a stepping-stone 

along Santiago’s journey to realize what he fully 

desires. Coelho subtly reinforces the narrative that 

young women should only play background roles 

in society.
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Flipping a few pages forward, Coelho intro-

duces the second female character: a gypsy. Coelho 

describes her more like a caricature of a gypsy 

woman than as a unique individual. In a room 

filled with colored beads, the woman holds Santia-

go’s hand and mutters something spiritual. Santia-

go fears her because of the stories that he has heard 

about gypsies. She interprets Santiago’s recurring 

dream and tells him that he must journey to the 

Egyptian pyramids to find treasure. Although the 

woman does not charge him for the consultation, 

she demands one-tenth of his treasure if he finds 

it. She continues: “I only interpret dreams. I don’t 

know how to turn them into reality. I have to live 

off what my daughters provide me with.” Then she 

hastily makes him leave because she needs to go 

back to her cooking (Coelho, The Alchemist 17). In 

consistent Coelho fashion, this woman is a home-

maker, content to stay behind with her daughters 

and provide stability while her male clients live 

out their adventures. She even lacks the ability to 

materialize dreams. Although Coelho characterizes 

her as a source of knowledge, Santiago doesn’t take 

her seriously, telling her, “I didn’t need to waste 

my time just for this” (17). He begins to believe 

that his future involves finding riches only when 

Melchizedek, the male king, tells him that his per-

sonal legend will lead him on a quest for treasure. 

Even though the gypsy is a seemingly insignifi-

cant character, her characterization is disturbing. 

It suggests that women are incompetent leaders, 

not to be trusted unless their opinion is seconded 

by a loud, male voice. Coelho believes the heart of 

women cannot be trusted: unlike their male peers, 

they lack the ability to turn dreams into reality. 

Following the literary trope of the witch, the gypsy 

is neither trusted nor taken seriously. 

While these two background characters seem 

to suggest Coelho’s sexism, Fatima, the central love 

interest, epitomizes Coelho’s view of the passive 

female role in society. An exotic woman of the des-

ert, Fatima immediately steals Santiago’s attention. 

The moment they lock eyes Santiago discovers “the 

most important part of the language that all the 

world spoke…love” (Coelho, The Alchemist 95). The 

next day, Santiago professes his love to Fatima and 

tells her that he wants to marry her, fully prepared 

to abandon his quest. However, Fatima quickly 

lets him know that she is a woman of the desert 

and “the women of the desert are proud of their 

tribesmen” who leave them behind in search of 

treasure. This statement begins Fatima’s character 

arc (or lack thereof)—she is the supportive, selfless 

female who pushes her man to fulfill his quest 

without any regard for her own. Coelho character-

izes Fatima as the ideal woman, complacent and 

desperate for male attention. The alchemist, acting 

as a messenger of Coelho’s ideologies, sums up the 

assumed thought process of women: 

Fatima is a woman of the desert…. She knows 

that men have to go away in order to return, 

and she already has her treasure: it’s you. Now 

she expects you will find what it is that you’re 

looking for. (Coelho, The Alchemist 123; empha-

sis mine)

While Santiago explores the desert, learns the heart 

of alchemy, sees the Great Pyramids, and even 

learns to turn into the wind, Fatima, according to 

Coelho, is not missing out. She has a man to marry. 

And in Coelho’s mind, that is all that the perfect 

woman should crave. She embodies the passive 

female model that serves as an exotic escape from 
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reality but not an important individual. 

Readers should not be surprised at the sexism 

found in The Alchemist. A little digging into Coel-

ho’s beliefs and his blog reveal that the themes 

found in the novel mirror the ones lived out in 

Coelho’s personal life. Born in 1947, Paulo Coel-

ho grew up in Rio de Janeiro in a devout Jesuit 

home. His parents deemed him troubled due to his 

restless nature and untraditional interests. Unlike 

Santiago’s father, who pushed him towards ad-

venture and even funded his endeavors, Coelho’s 

father did the opposite, sending him to an asylum. 

And just as Santiago dropped out of seminary to 

become a shepherd, Coelho responded by drop-

ping out of law school and leading a nomadic life 

as a hippie. However, a stint in a Brazilian prison 

redirected his life. 

After prison, Coelho attempted a traditional 

lifestyle. He married a respectable girl in a suit-

able church and found a job. Perhaps this would 

have been the life of Santiago had he not realized 

so early on that he needed to pursue his personal 

legend. Late to arrive at that conclusion, Coelho 

remained married for seven years until he and his 

wife separated. He then married artist Christina 

Oiticica (his current wife) and decided to “travel 

and try to find the meaning of life” (Jeffries). The 

pair moved to Europe, where Coelho walked a 500-

mile pilgrimage along the renowned Camino de 

Santiago de Compostela in Spain. During the trek, 

he experienced a spiritual awakening. Recount-

ing that moment to a reporter from The Guardian, 

Coelho says he thought, “Now I am going to fulfill 

my dream. I may be defeated but I will not fail” 

(Jeffries). Like Santiago (presumably named after 

this important site), Coelho found the solace that 

he had been searching for. While Santiago found 

wisdom, experience, and wealth, Coelho found the 

inspiration to write. The Alchemist did not initially 

sell well, but HarperCollins picked up the man-

uscript, marketed it heavily, and turned it into a 

worldwide phenomenon (Coelho, The Alchemist vii-

viii). Coelho soon discovered the treasure chest of 

gold at the end of his own personal legend. And all 

the while, his wife remained the source of stability 

left behind. 

Coelho’s personal life reflects the Western ro-

mantic notion of a man embarking on a quest while 

his lover stays at home as the stable force. The 

views he expresses on his blog further illustrate 

his traditional ideas about gender roles, especially 

in relationships. The blog serves as the medium 

for Coelho to share fictional short stories, excerpts 

from his past, and his philosophical beliefs. A num-

ber of these posts concern gender. In his first piece, 

he wrote “33 reasons why women love men” from 

a perceived female standpoint. Some claims about 

men stand out: 

 Because they’re never afraid of the dark.

 Because they’re always ready for sex. 

 Because they’re truly as simple as they claim 

to be.

Woman wanders in desert
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Paired with this article is “Why men love women.” 

While Coelho gives the disclaimer that he had a 

fan with her “feminine voice” write this for him 

and that he did not agree with “everything” she 

said, he agreed enough to freely post this under his 

name. On women, he published: 

Because they are bold in bed, not because they 

have a perverse nature but because they want 

to please us.

Because they prefer to eat salads.

Because while our armies invade other coun-

tries, they remain firm in their private and 

inexplicable war to put an end to all the cock-

roaches in the world.

Because they manage to fake orgasms with the 

same artistic quality as the most famous and 

talented of movie stars.

Perhaps the critics praising The Alchemist for its 

inclusivity didn’t read it too closely. Or maybe 

they wore the rose-colored male-privilege glasses 

that shade sexism so well. Coelho makes sweeping 

assumptions about both male and female sexu-

alities and genders. He reduces men to their sex 

drives while conversely assuming that women’s 

only pleasure comes from making men feel good. 

Men’s “simple” nature is Coelho’s code for saying 

they only desire sex. Coelho’s claims about women 

liking salads and constantly cleaning epitomize 

his supposed constant female desire to please men 

through their slim figures and servitude. Coelho’s 

sexual expectations are demeaning to both men 

and women, as sexism that diminishes women also 

promotes toxic hyper-masculinity. 

Indeed, Coelho portrays Fatima as more female 

than human. When asked why she was crying, 

Fatima responds, “I’m a woman of the desert, but 

first of all, I’m a woman” (Coelho, The Alchemist 

126). Her actions depend entirely upon her gender 

and the stereotypes that surround it, because to 

Coelho, she obviously would not be crying if she 

were a man. This thinking not only reduces women 

to members of a group rather than individuals, but 

it also assumes that all females are primarily emo-

tional and vulnerable—traits that Coelho denies 

to men. Coelho never gives his female characters 

the chance to be powerful, dynamic forces in the 

world, and he never allows his male characters to 

show healthy vulnerability.

Perhaps the best explanation of Coelho’s view 

of the ideal woman comes from the prologue to 

The Alchemist. The alchemist himself reads a story, 

a twist on the classic tale of Narcissus. After the 

death of Narcissus, the once freshwater lake grows 

salty with tears of mourning, weeping over Nar-

cissus. The goddesses of the forest respond with 

condolences about Narcissus’s beauty and the 

tragedy of losing something so beautiful. The lake, 

in turn, asks the goddesses, “But...was Narcissus 

beautiful?” The goddesses struggle to understand 

how something that looked at Narcissus everyday 

did not recognize his great appearance. The lake 

counters, “I weep for Narcissus, but I never noticed 

that Narcissus was beautiful. I weep because, each 

time he knelt beside my banks, I could see, in the 

depths of his eyes, my own beauty reflected.” 

Like the lake, Coelho sees something beautiful 

but only notices his own reflection. He does not 

understand the wondrous beauty of the female 

voice. He wants a plot filler, a stable character who 

reflects his own beauty. He needs a mirror that 

praises his own talent, a figure who both emotion-

ally and financially encourages his endeavors, and 
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a voice that echoes his own perceived greatness. 

The Alchemist is not a novel for “anyone” who is 

passionate about chasing their dreams (as Robbins 

claims); it aims to inspire only those in the select 

group that Coelho deems important enough to 

pursue their personal legends—men.

Female readers are taught from a young age 

how to read patriarchal books and sort through the 

sexism so that they can still gather meaning from 

some of the messages. Most girls, including myself, 

learn this unconsciously. Perhaps this is why many 

women have purchased and even been inspired by 

The Alchemist. It is unfair to expect that literature 

that reduces women will inspire them to become 

strong leaders. In our society, which continues to 

progress towards equality, we must stop creating 

narratives that ask women to project themselves 

into stories. Instead, we must write women as 

strong, dynamic forces—characters that reflect 

reality. 
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Lately, news headlines have been saturated with 

reports of detrimental decisions related to Unit-

ed States public lands. Under President Donald 

Trump’s administration, two national monuments 

in Utah, Bears Ears and Grand Staircase, were sub-

jected to the largest national monument reduction 

in U.S. history, and the Alaskan National Wild-

life Refuge (ANWR) was opened for oil and gas 

exploration (Gonzales et al.; O’Reilly). All of these 

public lands were opened to private interest in the 

name of economic development. Although Bears 

Ears and the Grand Staircase have been irreversibly 

downsized, ANWR has not experienced any de-

velopment since its opening on December 22, 2017, 

under President Trump’s new tax bill. However, 

Alaska and the U.S. federal government believe 

that drilling in ANWR would generate a consid-

erable revenue stream that would supplement the 

economy and that the related taxes would tremen-

dously aid Alaska. Roderick Nash, author of Wil-

derness and the American Mind, maintains that areas 

must prove their uselessness to civilization in order 

to be preserved, and this insight on the issue of 

development versus preservation speaks to the cur-

rent situation in ANWR (112). Parks may be created 

without economic interest in mind, but when there 

is a notable discovery, such as oil or gas, should the 

economic interest of the state or nation be placed 

ahead of preservation? Drilling in the ANWR 

would come at a heavy environmental and social 

cost, and although it may be economically benefi-

cial in the short run, it jeopardizes environmental 

protection as well as Alaska Natives’ sovereignty 

over their protected land. For these reasons and 

others, ANWR is a place that should be preserved 

as intended, not exploited for economic gain. 

However, in reality, the drive for economic gain 

will most likely prevail, so a compromise should be 

reached with the stakeholders of the land.

The ANWR, a federally managed public land, 

was created in 1960 with 8.9 million preserved 

acres. After the passage of the Alaskan National 

Interest Lands Conservation Act in 1980, the land 

more than doubled in size with the addition of 9.2 

million acres, bringing it to its present-day 18.1 

million acres. Section 1102, comprising 1.5 million 

acres on the coastal plain, was deemed a place of 

interest for natural resources subject to exploration 

during the expansion. Although the 1980 Alaskan 

National Interest Lands Conservation Act closed 

this section off from oil exploration, it allowed 

drilling if Congress authorized it. Section 1102 is 

not the only place in the ANWR that oil and gas 

exploration can occur, but if Section 1102 is exploit-

ed, this may lead to exploration on other protected 

lands, such as Alaska Native land. Furthermore, 

the reserve includes three miles off the coastline, so 

if the ANWR is opened for drilling, it could include 

offshore drilling (Kotchen and Burger). 

The National Park Service created specific 

regulations regarding non-federal drilling in public 
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federal lands: the 9B regulations, which are a set 

of rules that oil and gas companies must follow. 

These regulations aim to “minimize harm to park 

resources and values” (“9B Regulations”). If com-

panies wish to drill on the public land, they must 

submit to an application process that determines 

whether the operations will have adverse effects on 

the park resources, values, or visitors. The appli-

cation process solicits public involvement to aid in 

the determination (“9B Regulations”). In this way, 

it is hoped that the people who would be impacted 

the most, such as residents and people who rely 

on the land, have a voice in the decision-making 

process. 

In the application process, national park 

ecosystems are one of the major considerations, 

and companies must work with numerous gov-

ernmental agencies to ensure proper conduct and 

standards. The decisions regarding drilling in the 

ANWR have not been finalized, so the decisions 

made for drilling in Padre Island National Seashore 

are used below as an example to show how such 

regulations might be implemented. The Nation-

al Park Service outlines these regulations on its 

website:

Over 80 mitigation measures have been de-

veloped to minimize or eliminate the impacts 

to park resources and visitors, and are required 

of all oil and gas operators working in the 

park. Some of these measures include:

•Limiting the maximum speed limit of 

oil and gas vehicles to 15 mph throughout 

the park while park visitors have a maximum 

speed limit of 25.

•Limiting the maximum number of trucks 

that can be in the park each day.

•Not allowing oil and gas equipment to be 

operated along the beach at night.

•Requiring all oil and gas equipment to 

convoy as a group, which is escorted by an 

NPS trained turtle observer.

•Placing a net or other type of cover over 

any container that can hold a liquid.

•Establishing a 500-foot buffer around 

permanent freshwater ponds. 

(“9B Regulations”)

 All of these measures and more were taken in 

Padre Island National Seashore to minimize the im-

pact on the park from oil and gas exploration. For 

the ANWR, there would be similar regulations put 

in place to accommodate the specific needs of the 

public lands. However, there are no exact regula-

tions that need to be followed, so the regulations 

are subject to interpretation with the idea that there 

will not be any adverse effects (Baldwin). Howev-

er, this idea is unrealistic, and oil exploration will 

certainly have lasting detrimental effects on the 

area, especially given the lingering probability of 

an oil spill. 

Why risk drilling in the ANWR? Many believe 

it would be a powerful economic move for U.S. cor-

porations and the state of Alaska. Matthew Kotch-

en and Nicholas Burger, renowned environmental 

economists, created the following estimates of the 

revenues and related taxes from the operation. The 

federal portion of ANWR is estimated to have 7.06 

billion barrels of oil. The estimated worth of the 

oil is $374 billion, but the estimated cost to extract 

and bring the product to market is $123 billion, so 

the net would be $251 billion. Drilling will spend, 

through industry rent, $90 billion and will gener-

ate $37 billion in tax revenue for Alaska and $124 
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offer of price to be paid per plot, on the area. Bids 

were given to only seven out of 900 plots of the 

neighboring National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska 

at $13.25 to $14.99 per acre. If the bids for ANWR 

covered all the plots at similar prices per acre, the 

federal revenue generated would only be between 

$9.9 to $11.2 million (“Auction Results” 1). This 

is much lower than the $1 billion estimate, so the 

payoff from the project would not be worth the risk 

and damage that the ANWR would endure.

Along with economic uncertainties, there 

are specific environmental concerns that must be 

acknowledged before attempting any drilling in 

the ANWR. The two main concerns relate to the 

potential impact of vehicular travel and infra-

structure for extraction and transportation, which 

includes the drilling site and its infrastructure, 

buildings, pipelines, roads, and vehicles (Kotchen 

and Burger). The 1.5-million-acre coastal area is 

one of the “richest in wildlife and migratory birds, 

including the Porcupine caribou herd, polar bears, 

musk oxen, eagles, snow geese, and many others” 

(Baldwin 5). According to the U.S. Fish and Wild-

life Service, drilling in the ANWR will heavily 

affect the caribou and musk oxen and will have 

lesser effects on the other animals that reside there 

(Kotchen and Burger). To date, the only animal in 

the ANWR that has been heavily researched is the 

caribou population. The herd of 123,000 caribou 

migrates to the ANWR to calve, and it is predicted 

that the drilling would have adverse effects on the 

population (Kotchen and Burger). In particular, 

infrastructure from the oil and gas operations will 

displace the female caribou 1.5-2 miles away from 

their path, and the infrastructure will displace the 

entire herd by a predicted 30 miles. Because of 

billion for the federal government. Also, in Alaska, 

every citizen over the voting age will be monetarily 

compensated for the damage done to the land; the 

estimated range of compensation is $582 to $1782 

per person (Kotchen and Burger). Additionally, 

with the increase in tax revenue, the state would 

have more money to fund social programs or boost 

infrastructure. The people would benefit not only 

from the taxes, but from the direct compensation 

of the oil companies and the jobs created. Howev-

er, these calculations do not account for the social 

and environmental costs associated with drilling. 

Unlike the taxes and industrial rent, these costs are 

disadvantageous to Alaska residents. To some, the 

ANWR is priceless, so a numerical value cannot 

replace preservation. 

Furthermore, there are doubts about the actual 

revenues that would be generated. The Joint Eco-

nomic Committee Democrats worry that there are 

a variety of “logistical and operational difficulties” 

that would plague ANWR oil production (“Auc-

tion Results” 1). These worries stem from Shell’s 

oil exploration attempt on Alaska’s coastal area 

in 2015. Shell invested $7 billion into the explora-

tion attempt but abandoned it because of the risks 

and uncertainty about the actual amount of oil. In 

particular, Alaska’s harsh climatic conditions make 

it difficult to build the infrastructure needed for 

drilling and could delay the operations and royalty 

revenue (“Auction Results” 1). If one of the largest 

oil and gas companies in the world abandoned a 

tremendously costly project because the risk was 

too high and the payoff was uncertain, it is unlikely 

that other companies would have success in more 

or less the same area.

Other economic worries stem from bids, an 
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this, the calf survival rate is forecast to be reduced 

by 8.2%, and the entire herd population by 4.6% 

(Kotchen and Burger). 

No estimates are available regarding other 

migratory animals, but, like the caribou, other 

animals migrate to this area of the ANWR to re-

produce. Potential effects on these animals parallel 

the predictions from the caribou study. In short, 

drilling in the area will disrupt the normal repro-

ductive migrations of the animals and will result in 

a decline in population among a variety of ani-

mals (Kotchen and Burger). This decline in animal 

populations contradicts the purpose of preserving 

the ANWR. The area’s name explicitly states that 

it is a wildlife refuge. If drilling within the ANWR is 

estimated to unfavorably affect the ecosystem, the 

drilling should not take place, as it would dishonor 

and devalue its intended purpose.

Another issue with drilling in the ANWR is 

that it would challenge the legitimacy of Alaska 

Natives’ sovereignty over their own protected 

land. As stated before, opening Section 1102 would 

allow oil and gas exploration on land belonging to 

the Gwich’in and Inupiat Eskimo. Infrastructure to 

support the exploration, such as buildings, roads, 

and pipelines within the ANWR, cannot exceed 

2000 acres (Baldwin 14); however, leasing guide-

lines do not apply to Alaska Native lands within 

the ANWR, so there is a possibility that the oper-

ations could be on a scale far larger than on the 

coastal plains. Furthermore, the 2000 allowed acres 

do not have to be consolidated in one area, so the 

companies could spread their impact throughout 

the Alaska Native reservations. 

Another issue to take into consideration would 

be the impact on Alaska Natives by the displace-

ment of animals caused by oil and gas exploration. 

As stated above, there is evidence suggesting that 

oil exploration would result in the displacement of 

the caribou herd that calves within Section 1102, as 

well as the displacement of other animals within 

the area. Many Alaska communities, such as the 

Gwich’in and the Inupiat Eskimo, rely on the wild-

life to sustain their way of life (qtd in Wallace). For 

the Gwich’in, the coastal plains area of the ANWR 

is known as the “sacred place where life begins,” 

because it is the nursery of the caribou (qtd in Wal-

lace). If game animals, such as caribou, musk ox, 

and geese, are displaced by the drilling operations, 

then these peoples’ way of life will be disrupted. 

Alaskan winters are harsh, so stockpiling meat 

and furs is common among rural residents because 

access to markets is difficult due to the distance, 

snow, and ice. These animals are a necessity for the 

people in this area, and if there are no animals, they 

will be forced to move elsewhere.

Unfortunately, Native American people and 

land are familiar with the intrusive nature of 

oil companies. In April 2016, the Standing Rock 

Sioux of North Dakota were faced with the issue 

of the Dakota Access Pipeline that runs just north 

Caribou graze on coastal plain, ANWR, Brooks Range 
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of the reservation. This issue caught the nation’s 

attention and became a keystone case for Native 

rights. However, despite the peaceful protests and 

the wave of backlash from around the nation, the 

Standing Rock Sioux lost the case and the pipe-

line was built. As is the case with the ANWR, the 

key issues surrounding this controversy were its 

environmental and social impacts. The pipeline 

runs beneath the Missouri River, the tribe’s main 

water source. The Sioux were worried that the pipe 

could leak or spill into the river and contaminate 

their water source, which would put their entire 

community at a severe health risk. Another issue 

was that the pipeline crossed sacred Sioux buri-

al ground (Worland). Archeologists located 149 

sites that could be preserved, so the pipeline was 

rerouted around all but nine of them (Colwell). 

Another issue was the treatment of the protesters, 

both Native American and others. The protesters 

set up camp in the area but were met with ex-

treme force by the federal government. First-hand 

accounts recall the use of “rubber bullets, tear gas, 

mace, compression grenades, and beanbag rounds” 

(Bearak). The protesters were treated so inhumane-

ly that United Nations officials denounced the 

federal government’s tactics (Bearak). This form of 

violence against a peaceful protest is egregious and 

deplorable. The Standing Rock Sioux were treated 

as if they did not have rights to their land or their 

culture, and in the end, they lost this fight for their 

land and their culture. 

If the ANWR is opened for drilling, the Alaska 

Natives who live within the reservation may be 

faced with similar challenges regarding their rights. 

There could be similar protests by the larger Native 

American community, but given that the Sioux lost 

their battle against the federal government and 

“big oil,” there may not be the support necessary 

to inhibit the intrusion, especially given the remote 

location and even more extreme climate. As stated 

earlier, drilling would disrupt animal migrations 

and thus the food supply. Also, the main issue for 

the Sioux, an oil spill, would likewise be detrimen-

tal to any nearby community that relies upon the 

land, perhaps even more so in Alaska given the 

fragile, sensitive nature of the land. Water sources 

may be contaminated, sacred sites demolished, and 

food sources relocated. Again, Native American 

sovereignty would be challenged, and the outcome 

would most likely be another loss for native rights.

Although oil exploration in the ANWR might 

provide a significant short-term economic boost 

to Alaska and many of its people, as well as to 

the federal government, this comes at a cost to 

the environment and the Alaska Natives who live 

there. Overall, the risk of disrupting what has been 

preserved is far greater than the reward of extract-

ing a natural resource. The drilling has not hap-

pened yet, and no regulations have been proposed, 

so there is hope. Perhaps the uncertainty of profit 

or the legal actions and protests against drilling oil 

companies will deter oil companies. If not, perhaps 

the required regulations will lead to a compromise 

that protects Alaska Natives and the environment.

If this situation is forced into a compromise, it 

is to be hoped that U.S. citizens will demand that 

the oil and gas industry follow the principles of 

corporate social responsibility (CSR) and that U.S. 

corporations will comply. The industry is already 

under increasing pressure to adhere to CSR practic-

es; as a result, Shell, Exxon, and British Petroleum 

(BP), some of the world’s largest public oil and gas 
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corporations, are leading the world in renewable 

energy investment, CO2 reduction, and philanthro-

py in environmental protection agencies. In local 

communities, they have built hospitals and schools, 

given hiring preference to local citizens, and subsi-

dized the communities where they drill (Frynas). In 

the case of the ANWR, oil and gas companies could 

likewise reach a CSR-inspired compromise with the 

environment and Alaska Natives, but there would 

need to be a clear, enforceable plan that takes into 

consideration all of the potential impacts outlined 

in this paper before any drilling takes place.
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White Rappers: the Realness 

Factor  Alex Parsells

Alex Parsells is an Astrophysics major from New Egypt, 

NJ who wrote this essay in Catherine Mintler’s “Ameri-

can Gangster” class. 

’Cause ain’t no such things as halfway crooks 

Scared to death, scared to look, they shook

—Mobb Deep, “Shook Ones Pt. II” 

Prodigy, one half of the legendary hip-hop duo 

Mobb Deep, rapped this line in 1994, saying that 

you can’t be a gangster partially—you’re either 

all the way in or all the way out. These lines have 

become one of the most famous statements hip-hop 

has to offer regarding one of its key aspects—au-

thenticity, or “keepin’ it real.” In “Shook Ones Pt. 

II,” Prodigy is referring to the same definition of 

“keeping it real” that Tricia Rose uses in her book 

The Hip Hop Wars: “talking openly about undesir-

able or hard-to-hear truths about black urban street 

life” (134). In particular, Prodigy is calling out 

posers in the rap world who talk a tough game but 

don’t back it up with their reality. 

The discrepancy between how these posers 

present themselves and how they actually live is 

related to what author Leo Braudy discusses in his 

book The Frenzy of Renown: Fame & Its History. He 

refers to the struggles of famous people to portray 

themselves accurately, saying that 

to be talked about is to be part of a story, and 

to be part of a story is to be at the mercy of 

storytellers—the media and their audience. The 

famous person is thus not so much a person 

as a story about a person . . . In the incessant 

spotlight the tension between those stories—of 

the talked-of self and the unexpressed self—be-

comes more acute.” (592)

Braudy applies his idea of the talked-of and 

unexpressed selves to famous people in general, 

explaining the internal conflict the famous often 

feel about how they are seen by the public. I argue 

that Braudy’s idea, with some qualifications, can 

be applied to rappers, especially white rappers. As 

outsiders, white rappers must work particularly 

hard to keep their talked-of selves (the lyrics they 

rap and the image they project) and unexpressed 

selves (their upbringing, background, and true life 

experience) almost perfectly in accord. In doing so, 

they assert their realness. Posers like the ones Prod-

igy mentions, regardless of their level of talent, will 

not gain acceptance from other rappers or enjoy 

long-term success in the rap game.

The concept of realness is so crucial in rap 

because of hip-hop’s origins and de facto status as 

the “voice of the streets.” As Tricia Rose points out, 

hip-hop was invented by Puerto Rican, Afro-Carib-

bean, and black American youths in the econom-

ically depressed neighborhoods of the Bronx and 

adopted by similar youth in inner cities around the 

country (Black Noise 34). As hip-hop historian Jeff 

Chang discusses in his book Can’t Stop Won’t Stop, 

hip-hop’s roots actually lie in Jamaica, where in 

the 1970s, sound systems (tall stacks of speakers) 

playing reggae, ska, and rocksteady music laid 

the groundwork of mixing and DJing that would 

be the birth of hip-hop in the South Bronx from 

the ashes of gang violence (63). Bronx figures DJ 

Kool Herc, Afrika Bambaataa, and Grandmaster 

Flash led the way in popularizing the new art form 

across the Bronx and beyond, and before the end of 

the decade, rap produced the influential old-school 
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singles “Rapper’s Delight” by the Sugarhill Gang 

and “The Message” by Grandmaster Flash and the 

Furious Five (Chang 178). These first New York 

sounds became East Coast hip-hop, and before 

long, the movement spread across the country, 

launching the Los Angeles-based West Coast hip-

hop and, later, the Atlanta-based Southern hip-hop 

subgenres as rap diversified regionally. 

White rappers, at least commercially notable 

ones, were naturally rare because they typically did 

not live in the same ultra-urban locations where 

hip-hop culture was born and flourished. New 

York Times critic Jon Caramanica described it this 

way: “There once was a time when the only role 

available to white rappers was that of an outsid-

er, whether they conceived of themselves as such 

or not—sheer rarity and novelty ensured that” 

(“White Rappers Pay Homage”). This is an inter-

esting piece of evidence to support the fact that 

rap is inextricably tied to black and other minority 

cultures, a point further supported by Caramani-

ca’s assertion that “each of these [white] artists was 

a small assault on hip-hop’s self-conception and 

self-preservation.” Caramanica makes this claim 

because hip-hop in the United States was con-

ceived as an art form for African American expres-

sion. White rappers attempting to enter this realm 

could be perceived as going against its original 

intention for the projection of African American 

voices. For this reason, they often provoked contro-

versy (“Clear of a Black Planet”). Although some 

insiders appreciated the contributions of white 

rappers to the hip-hop art form, others accused 

them of appropriating a quintessential element of 

urban black culture. These concerns and differing 

opinions have persisted to the present day, so it is 

important to examine how white rappers attempt 

to prove they are real and thereby gain acceptance 

in the world of hip-hop.

Again, what does it mean to be real, especial-

ly as a white artist in hip-hop? Tricia Rose offers 

definition, mentioned above, and to be sure, there 

are related factors: practicing your craft with excel-

lence, knowing the hip-hop tradition, and eschew-

ing pretense—not pretending to be something you 

are not. This last and most important factor is sim-

ilar but not identical to Braudy’s idea of talked-of 

and unexpressed selves. The difference is that, 

while Braudy’s model contrasts the “true person” 

with their portrayal by the media and the public, in 

the case of white rappers, the contrast is between 

the true person and their portrayal by themselves, 

i.e., the image they present. To this end, white 

rappers have found that getting an endorsement 

by a respected black rapper improves the public’s 

perception of their realness. 

“Kept my ear to the streets, signed Eminem / He’s 

triple platinum / Doing fifty a week / Still”

–Dr. Dre, “Still D.R.E.”

The previous lines were rapped in 1999 by 

Dr. Dre, one of hip-hop’s most respected rappers 

and producers, about Eminem, probably the most 

famous and successful white rapper ever. Dre here 

is bragging that Eminem is selling fifty thousand 

units each week, and in doing so, he is endorsing 

Eminem, giving a white outsider to hip-hop the 

sign-off of a respected black insider (Dr. Dre). Dre’s 

willingness to be public in his pride for Eminem, 

his protégé, launched Eminem’s career to heights 

he might never have achieved were it not for Dre’s 

support. Dre took Eminem under his wing and 

signed him to his label. Now Eminem is a global 
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superstar.

By contrast, Vanilla Ice, another white rapper, 

had one major hit, 1990’s “Ice Ice Baby,” before 

being lampooned by critics and other rappers and 

vanishing into obscurity. Today he is remembered 

as a one-hit wonder of the 90s and as a misfit in the 

world of hip-hop. More recently, Australian rapper 

Iggy Azalea has been recognized as a modern 

retelling of the same story, achieving bright but 

brief success in 2014 with “Fancy” before losing 

relevance. Meanwhile, fellow white artist Mackle-

more has hovered in limbo throughout his career, 

achieving lasting success while also garnering 

controversy for his style.  

What led to these various outcomes? It is 

clear that all of these artists had talent—after all, 

even Ice and Azalea achieved at least short-term 

stardom. So why did Eminem leap into the ten 

greatest rappers of all time while the others wal-

lowed in mediocrity? I assert that the main reason 

for their varying degrees of success is because 

of their varying degrees of realness. From rap’s 

inception, white artists have deployed differing 

strategies in an attempt to be real. Eminem, Vanilla 

Ice, Iggy Azalea, and Macklemore are merely some 

of the most famous—or infamous—representa-

tives of these different strategies, some of which 

are effective and some of which are misguided. 

We see the distinction between how to do it and 

how not to do it in the words of Mickey Hess, who 

explains in his essay, “Hip-Hop Realness and the 

White Performer,” “This concept of white-black 

interaction has led white artists either to imitate the 

rags-to-riches narratives of black artists, as Vanilla 

Ice did in the fabricated biography he released to 

the press in 1990, or to invert these narratives, as 

Eminem does to frame his whiteness as part of his 

struggle to succeed as a hip-hop artist” (372). Here 

Hess is explaining how Ice is a cheap copycat of 

the “Horatio Alger” (i.e., rags-to-riches) story of 

the hood. In particular, his record label propagated 

an outright false narrative about him in an attempt 

to manufacture credibility with the black hip-hop 

community. If hip-hop has any cardinal sins, this 

is one of them. Making up details about one’s life 

story, regardless of one’s race, is like saying, “I am 

ashamed of my actual life story.” Even though Ice 

himself may not have invented the lies about his 

background, they certainly destroyed any chance 

he had to shape his image positively. In sharp con-

trast, Eminem acknowledges his whiteness, as well 

as his poverty and socioeconomic standing (refer-

ring to himself as white trash), and incorporates 

them into his narrative.

The movie 8 Mile is a good example of how 

a white rapper keeps it real: Eminem’s character 

B-Rabbit has been trying for success in his local 

Detroit rap battles at The Shelter for many weeks. 

When it comes time for him to take on his final 

Eminem in Munich, Germany, 1998 
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opponent, Papa Doc of Leaders of the Free World, 

rather than artificially build himself up with false 

braggadocio, he chooses to acknowledge all the 

criticism that has been tossed around about him, 

anticipating Papa Doc’s verses: “I know everything 

he’s ‘bout to say against me / I am white, I am a 

fucking bum / I do live in a trailer with my mom.” 

In this way Rabbit gains the respect of the black 

crowd by rapping about his rough origins—Rab-

bit’s trailer park is his “hood.” He does this while 

simultaneously undermining Papa Doc’s credibility 

with the line “You went to Cranbrook, that’s a pri-

vate school” (Hanson). Such a simple line is in fact 

devastating for a rapper like Papa Doc, who has 

spent time cultivating an image of being hard and 

raised by the streets, as the audience now knows 

that his talked-of self is not entirely accurate—he 

has had enough privilege to attend private school. 

Papa Doc’s stock with the crowd thus goes down 

because he is putting on airs that are not really his.   

The real Eminem (as opposed to the character 

of B-Rabbit) has gained his credibility in a similar 

way—by rapping about his own life experienc-

es, including his struggles with alcoholism and 

drug abuse and even his innermost feelings. For 

example, in his breakout 1999 hit “My Name Is,” 

he raps, “I lie awake and strap myself in the bed 

/ Put a bulletproof vest on and shoot myself in 

the head,” and in the 2009 track “My Mom,” the 

chorus begins, “My mom loved Valium and lots of 

drugs / That’s why I am like I am ‘cause I’m like 

her.” He has also admitted to frequently feeling ha-

tred towards women, including his mother and his 

wife, and these sentiments often get recorded. “Kill 

You,” from The Marshall Mathers LP, has several 

examples: “Shut up, slut! You’re causin’ too much 

chaos / Just bend over and take it like a slut—

okay, Ma?” and “Bitch, I’ma kill you! I ain’t done, 

this ain’t the chorus / I ain’t even drug you in the 

woods yet to paint the forest” (Eminem). These 

are forceful, violent rhymes that generated contro-

versy when they were released and contributed to 

Eminem’s shock appeal, but among his fans and 

most of the wider hip-hop community, these verses 

were seen as evidence of Eminem being genuine 

and rapping about his real, unsavory, problematic 

thoughts. In other words, his talked-of and unex-

pressed selves are in accord.

Another factor that supports Eminem’s real-

ness is his knowledge of hip-hop history. Songs in 

the hip-hop genre contain a dizzying number of 

references to other hip-hop songs, and this is part 

of what makes hip-hop unique—no other style 

of music refers to itself so often. Many of these 

references are disses, aimed at viciously insulting 

another track or artist. Examples include, notably, 

2Pac’s “Hit ’Em Up,” written as a response to the 

Notorious B.I.G.’s provocative “Who Shot Ya?”; 

and Ice Cube’s “No Vaseline,” calling out how his 

former group, N.W.A., was “getting fucked” by 

their manager (Ice Cube). But perhaps just as many 

of these references are paying homage, a frequent 

trope in hip-hop culture. It is expected that an up-

and-coming rapper pay respect to those who came 

before him, and this is doubly expected of a white 

rapper, who must prove that he truly loves hip-

hop culture, enough to learn about its people and 

classic music. 

This can be done in multiple ways. In some 

cases, rappers explicitly name-drop other artists, as 

with Eminem referencing artists ranging from the 

relatively obscure to the mainstream but prominent 
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underground hip-hop figure Pharoahe Monch on 

his 2013 single “Rap God.” Other ways of paying 

respect include sampling, a technique that the 

Beastie Boys used frequently with both old-school 

hip-hop tracks like “That’s the Joint” (released 

by the Funky 4+1 in 1980) as well as hard-rock 

standards from Led Zeppelin. No matter how it is 

done, paying respect is a necessary part of being 

a white rapper, because the hip-hop community 

will not be eager to accept an artist who thinks his 

own music is the best and spurns the importance of 

everyone else’s. 

One might argue that paying homage to the 

MCs who rhymed before you has nothing to do 

with race; after all, black rappers do this too. This 

is true; all rappers are expected to honor those 

who came first, but it is especially important for 

white rappers because they are outsiders. Even 

though they may have grown up in poverty and 

experienced the hardships of being in a low so-

cioeconomic class (as Eminem did), their struggle 

is not identical to black people’s experiences of 

constant racial profiling and being targeted by the 

police. White rappers know this and understand 

the “concept of white-black interaction” that Hess 

mentions, but different white rappers choose 

different strategies to express the ways in which 

their struggles diverge from black people’s. Mack-

lemore, whose music entered the mainstream in 

2012 with his breakthrough single “Thrift Shop,” is 

one of the more interesting examples. Much of his 

music shows that he is painfully aware of how his 

whiteness makes him stand out (Charity; Demby; 

Hsu; Touré). Macklemore has released two songs 

that focus explicitly on this issue: 2005’s “White 

Privilege” and 2016’s “White Privilege II.” 

The first of these tracks represents Mackle-

more’s first steps towards becoming “woke,” i.e., 

hip to racial justice issues. He feels conflicted over 

the fact that he has “claimed a culture that wasn’t 

mine, the way of the American” and is “taking 

away black artists’ profits” (“White Privilege”). 

He is rapping here about cultural appropriation, a 

phrase explicitly mentioned twice in the song. He 

dives deeper into this issue with the chorus:

Hip-hop started off on a block that I’ve never 

been to

To counteract a struggle that I’ve never even 

been through

If I think I understand just because I flow, too?

That means I’m not keeping it true, nope.

Aside from the obvious parallel between 

“keeping it true” and the common hip-hop phrase 

“keepin’ it real,” Macklemore is struggling with 

the idea that even though he has practiced his 

trade and shouted out the pioneers of hip-hop (“I 

feel like I pay dues”), he is still and will always be 

incapable of joining hip-hop’s inner circle because 

he doesn’t have the same experiences as the black 

rappers who populate it (“but I’ll always be a 

white MC”). He also hints at the guilt he feels 

for the mistreatment of black people by whites 

throughout history. “But we still owe ’em 40 acres 

now we’ve stolen their 16 bars,” he raps in a refer-

ence to General William Sherman’s infamous Civil 

War promise of “forty acres and a mule” for freed 

black slaves (“White Privilege”). Overall, “White 

Privilege” is essentially an indirect apology to 

black artists. 

 Macklemore continued to apologize as he 

sailed into the 2014 Grammy Awards, where, with 

songwriting partner Ryan Lewis, he won awards 
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for Best New Artist, Best Rap Performance, Best 

Rap Song, and Best Rap Album. This last award 

became cause for controversy when Macklemore 

texted fellow nominee Kendrick Lamar apologet-

ically, “You got robbed. I wanted you to win. You 

should have. It’s weird and it sucks that I robbed 

you” and then posted a screenshot of the text 

message on Instagram (Jules; Touré). Many in the 

hip-hop community called out Macklemore for 

posting private correspondence on a public forum 

in what was seen as an effort to demonstrate to the 

black hip-hop world just how socially conscious 

he is. These critics included Lamar himself, who 

bristled, “I think it was uncalled for” (Jules). But 

Macklemore’s portrayal of himself as tortured over 

racial injustice is not, in his mind, insincere. It is his 

own, mostly unique, method of “keepin’ it real.” 

By presenting himself as hyperaware of his own 

privilege and how he doesn’t fully belong in the 

black cultural element that is hip-hop, he hopes to 

avoid the derision cast upon Vanilla Ice, who was 

decidedly not keeping it real. 

The Grammy debacle was one of several 

attempts by Macklemore to address race in Amer-

ica—attempts that black blogger Gene Demby has 

called “more than a little hamfisted.” Afterwards, 

to improve his racial literacy, Macklemore took 

a six-month “seminar on race” with a University 

of Washington professor, returning in 2016 with 

“White Privilege II” (Touré). This second track, 

a huge statement at almost nine minutes long, is 

far more historically grounded than its predeces-

sor. Macklemore raps and incorporates a choir as 

well as black poet Jamila Woods on the subject of 

the Black Lives Matter movement and how white 

people like himself can express their solidarity 

with it. Although the song incorporates elements 

of traditional African-American music (unlike the 

original “White Privilege”), Macklemore continues 

to express his agonized relationship with his race, 

wondering “Is it okay for me to say [Black Lives 

Matter]?” It is easy to imagine him cradling his 

head in his hands as he cries, “If I’m only in this for 

my own self-interest, not the culture that gave me a 

voice to begin with / Then this isn’t authentic, it is 

just a gimmick” (“White Privilege II”). Once again, 

Macklemore is trying to assert himself as real, 

attempting to gain credibility in a black art commu-

nity, or at least avoid shame and ridicule. 

It is interesting to note that, unlike Eminem, 

who has been just about wholly accepted into the 

main hip-hop community, and unlike Vanilla Ice, 

who was wholly cast out of it, Macklemore has 

hovered in a strange sort of limbo between the two 

states. Reception of the way he presents himself (as 

socially hyperconscious) has been mixed. Fellow 

hip-hop artists and critics generally seem to be 

aware of his good intentions. Black rapper Talib 

Kweli says of “White Privilege II,” “I loved it . . . it 

comes from a real place,” indicating that he be-

lieves Macklemore is genuine and is taking part in 

the conversation about race the right way (Touré). 

On the other hand, the white rapper Machine Gun 

Kelly (MGK) disagreed with Macklemore’s un-

certainty on the track: “I would never think twice 

about marching next to my brother for an issue we 

both believe in,” as Macklemore did at the Black 

Lives Matter protest in Ferguson, Missouri, which 

is the setting of “White Privilege II.” MGK further 

explained, “I’m not just a great white rapper. I’m 

a great rapper . . . race is not an issue. . . . if I win 

a Grammy, I am not apologizing” (Platon). Here 
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MGK is expressing his realness in his own way, one 

completely different from Macklemore’s yet equal-

ly valid, by downplaying Hess’s “concept of white-

black interaction” in favor of seeing black artists 

and black people as just other artists and people 

like himself. Importantly, both of these viewpoints 

are subject to criticism—for Macklemore’s, that 

he is too caught up in how race relates to himself 

instead of to black people (he has been described 

by some detractors as ‘your woke ex-boyfriend”), 

and for MGK’s, that he is sweeping under the rug a 

racial distinction that is in fact meaningful. None-

theless, both white artists still get respect from the 

black hip-hop community because it is clear that 

there is no discrepancy between their talked-of and 

unexpressed selves. Each has an opinion and an 

approach to racial issues, and each attempts to act 

accordingly and sincerely. 

In contrast, Vanilla Ice is an example of a 

rapper whose talked-of and unexpressed selves are 

not the same. For a more modern illustration, we 

can examine Australian rapper Iggy Azalea. “First 

things first, I’m the realest,” she rapped at the top 

of her biggest single, 2014’s “Fancy” (Marantz). Yet 

the consensus from other rappers and music critics 

alike has been that she is not real but fake. Aza-

lea speaks with her native Australian accent but 

gained fame for rapping in her accurate impression 

of African American Vernacular English, the dialect 

of most black American rappers. This has been 

perceived as cultural appropriation almost across 

the board. Azalea self-identifies as not completely 

white, claiming to possess some Aboriginal blood, 

but this fact has not helped her case with notable 

hip-hop figures or the public for two reasons. First, 

Aboriginal blood is not African blood; and second, 

even if it were, realness, as we have discussed, is 

not merely a matter of one’s race but of one’s lived 

experience as well. If realness depended on race, 

Eminem (among others) would not have enjoyed 

the success that he has. Unfortunately for Aza-

lea, she utterly lacks both the race and the lived 

experiences that would lend credence to her rap 

persona, and this has hamstrung her career, despite 

her initial success. As linguistics professor Cecelia 

Cutler writes, for white rappers, “respecting ethno-

linguistic boundaries is an essential part of ‘keepin’ 

it real’ because it is an acknowledgement that one 

is not trying to be black” (Guo). Azalea flouts these 

boundaries by adopting her “blaccent,” and she 

has subsequently taken criticism for it from such 

influential figures as Questlove, drummer for icon-

ic black hip-hop band The Roots, who said, “Part 

of me hopes she grows out of that and says it with 

her regular dialect—I think that would be cooler” 

(Guo). Questlove here is hinting at the discrepancy 

between Azalea’s unexpressed self, which is that 

of a white Australian woman who grew up outside 

the cities, and her talked-of self, which is that of a 

black American woman who for her whole life has 

been surrounded by black culture. 

But Azalea’s adopted tone of voice is not the 

only reason she has been labeled as “the wrong 

way to be ‘real.’” She also incorporates into her 

lyrics cheap stabs at authenticity. “I kill pride, I 

hurt feelings / Click clack bang bang we in the 

murda bizness” is a line heavy on conceit, especial-

ly from someone who grew up in the New South 

Wales suburb of Mullumbimby, population 3,596 

(Iggy Azalea). Most destructively of all, Azalea 

used Twitter to renounce criticism she received 

from several hip-hop legends, including Q-Tip of 
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New York’s A Tribe Called Quest, thus rejecting 

the crucial idea of paying homage to the rappers 

who came before you (Guo). This is Azalea’s most 

heinous offense, because she comes off as flippant. 

Many black artists don’t mind if you try to partic-

ipate in their culture, but you should at least be 

respectful. 

Azalea lacks realness, and as we have dis-

cussed, realness is one of the most important traits 

for a white rapper to have in order to be accepted 

by the black rap establishment. But some, including 

politician C. Delores Tucker, see the entire genre of 

gangsta rap as dramatically unreal, arguing that 

the genre is “pornographic filth” due to the strong 

language and frequent objectification of women in 

lyrics by the likes of 2 Live Crew and N.W.A. and 

claiming that such music will cause psychological 

damage to listeners (“C. Delores Tucker”). Tucker 

and other critics assert that the misogyny in the 

lyrics of gangsta rappers is nothing but flagrantly 

exaggerated, over-the-top bombast that inaccurate-

ly portrays real life. In some cases, this sentiment 

rings true. But there is another, more convincing 

side to this story. Gangsta rappers (and many 

other residents of poor inner-city neighborhoods) 

were forced to adopt hypermasculine personas to 

survive the constant danger that comes with living 

in a violent and heavily policed zone. As N.W.A. 

manager Jerry Heller commented about gangsta 

rap bastion Compton, California, “No one survived 

on the streets without a protective mask. No one 

survived naked. You had to have a role. You had 

to be ‘thug,’ ‘playa,’ ‘athlete,’ ‘gangsta,’ or ‘dope 

man.’ Otherwise, there was only one role left to 

you: ‘victim’ (“Eazy-E”). Here we see that, far 

from being needlessly profane “filth,” gangsta rap 

lyrics’ apparent misogyny is a necessary adapta-

tion to real life on the streets, part of the talked-of 

“clothes” (along with guns and hyper-aggressive 

attitudes) that rappers covered their unexpressed 

selves with so that they would not be, as Heller de-

scribed, “naked.” It is much less likely for someone 

to mess with you if your records promise to “hijack 

a plane” (Melle Mel), “fuck you and yo’ mother-

fuckin’ mama” (Tupac), and “rock you in your face, 

stab your brain with your nose bone” (Prodigy). 

Hence the strong language and ubiquitous profan-

ity in gangsta rap are survival mechanisms for the 

rappers who record them, ensuring they will take 

a role other than “victim.” We see here again just 

how complex realness often is, not only for white 

rappers but for black rappers too. Situations arise 

in which a rapper must avoid being “real” in the 

sense of “no pretense,” but upon examination, we 

see that these rappers feel compelled to hide their 

true selves because of the real environment they 

live in. 

How a white rapper relates to Braudy’s talk-

ed-of and unexpressed selves has made or broken 

the careers of many rappers who wish to appear 

serious or “hard,” including Eminem, Vanilla Ice, 

Macklemore, and Iggy Azalea. But there is another, 

entirely different class of rappers: comedy rappers, 

including the white artists Lil Dicky and Watsky, 

for example. These white rappers’ songs make no 

claims to being deep think pieces on life in the in-

ner city; rather, they exist solely for entertainment 

value. Are these artists not subject to the same rules 

as other white rappers? I suggest that, far from 

being exempt from the requirement to be real, these 

artists are strong examples of the importance of 

being authentic. No one in the hip-hop community 
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sees Lil Dicky or Watsky as making any profound 

statements, and certainly they aren’t “talking open-

ly about undesirable or hard-to-hear truths about 

black urban street life,” as Rose writes, but after 

all, they don’t claim to do any of these things. For 

this reason, the community respects them based on 

their lived experience; they are in it for the humor, 

and they acknowledge it, and in this way they are 

genuine. So for all white rappers, even comedy 

rappers, we see that, beyond pure talent or knowl-

edge of hip-hop history, the realness factor is what 

determines whether the artist will succeed or fail. 
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